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MARRIAGE 
DESIGNING A 
MESSAGE OF 
OVE 
Computer programmer Bernie Peng 
reprogrammed his girtfriendTammy Li's 
favorite video game,Bejeweled so a ring 
and a marriage proposal would show up 
on the screen when she reached a certain 
score. Li reached the needed score and 
said yes. The reprogramming took Peng 
nearly a month. 
RECORDS 
LITTLE BOY'S 
NOSE IS FULL OF 
review by GuinReSS World Records. 
Aitdl!W's first atwnpt of 1 M M· 
loons was r~ected be(allse his 
faUler tied the balloons, 
AROUND CAMPUS,A2 
CASTING CALL FOR 
PHOTO SHOOT TODAY 
BEGINNING AT 4:30 P.M. 
UCF Marketing will be holding a casting 
call for a photo shoot today from 1 :45 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Room 17 4 of the 
Education Building.The event is 
being held to find students to represent 
UCF in upcoming promotions. 
LOCAL&STATE,A2 
GOV. CRIST DOES NOT 
SUPPORT $1 CIGARETTE 
TAX INCREASE 
Gov. Charlie Crist is extinguishing 
health care advocates' hopes for a 
dollar increase in the cigarette tax.A 
measure in the Legislature would 
boost the tax on a pack of smokes 
from 34 cents to $1.34.A hearing was 
held Tuesday. 
NATION & WORLD, A4 
POPE VISITS U.S. IN 
HOPES OF ENDING 
PEDOPHILES IN CHURCH 
Pope Benedict XVI said Tuesday he 
was "deeply ashamed" of the 
clergy sexual abuse scandal in the 
Roman Catholic Church and will 
work to make sure pedophiles 
don't become priests. 
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Crowning glory 
Student aims for Miss USA 
title after winning Miss Polk 
County - SEE NEWS, A2 
Not just another 
walk in the Park 
PHOTOS BY ANDY JACOBSOHN/ CENTRAL FlORIDA FUTURE 
UCF police officers carrying rifles loade~ with blanks in a training exercise Monday search a building in Research Park set up to look like a classroom for a VT-style shooting scenario. 
UCF police train for VT-style 
shooting with high technology 
STEPHANIE WILKEN 
Staff Writer 
UCF police were locked and loaded with blanks and high-
tech sensors Monday when they stormed into a vacant build-
ing in Research Park looking for a "shooter." 
About 140 UCF students, faculty and staff volunteered to -
participate in a series of training exercises as innocents 
trapped in a building being stalked by a school shooter. Partic-
ipants were given roles to play when confronted by police and 
wore vests equipped with sensors that worked along with sen-
sors on police rifles to record minor, serious or fatal hits. 
The exercise was a first for Florida universities. 
One year after the Virginia Tech massacre, UCF Police 
Chief Richard Beary said the university is prepared for a simi-
lar situation. 
''We have all the necessary tools we need, and this is just one 
more piece of training to put those tools into place," Beary said. 
The vacant, 50,000-square-foot office building where the 
Volunteers play the role ofvictims as police sweep the area. About 140 students, faculty 
and staff participated in the exercise and were given specific behaviors to act out. 
scenarios were played out provided police with a practice 
space similar to what a classroom building looks like. Rooms 
were labeled as classrooms or a lobby and set up to look like 
PLEASE SEE cRom oN A7 
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UCF 
police 
might 
get dog 
UCF PD call on 
man's best friend 
CAITLIN SMITH 
Contributing Writer 
With the new on-campus 
stadium and venues, the UCF 
Police Department has more 
on its plate and is in need of an 
extra hand - or rather, a paw. 
"Currently, the force has 
two effective dogs with two 
others in training," Officer 
Jeanette Emert said. "The 
dogs are used at least weekly 
but are going to be essential 
for future football seasons on 
campus." 
Emert said that she 
believes the UCF PD is 
expecting a new dog, which 
will cost about $8,000. 
The UCF PD has based its 
canine unit upon a unique 
concept called K-9 Lite, which 
relies heavily upon communi-
ty and volunteer support 
instead of state funding . 
Charlie Mesloh, the former 
UCF police training coordina-
tor who is now an assistant 
professor at Florida Gulf Coast 
University, was one of the pri-
mary driving forces behind the 
Police Canine Program and K-
9 Lite in its infancy. 
"A few years ago, I saw the 
opportunity to fill a void," he 
said ''I wrote a proposal to the 
university leadership, and 
lucky for me, they decided to 
pursue the concept. 
"I felt that it was one of 
[UCF PD's] responsibilities to 
take another step toward mak-
ing the campus as safe as pos-
sible. Dogs just add another 
level of security that should 
give students and visitors 
some peace of mind" 
Mesloh said a good police 
dog can cost a department 
anywhere between $4,000 
and $20,000, depending on 
PLEASE SEE DOGS ON AS 
Team takes $1,500 i CATCH IT ON THE FLY 
in business contest 
JILLIAN KROTKI 
Contributing Writer 
It's an unusual equation: 
business students riding a litn-
ousine around the Indianapolis 
500, pitching their business 
plans, but it all adds up to big 
money. 
David Brim, Scott Wall and 
Carl Henderson of the UCF 
team were named finalists in 
the National Nascent 500 Busi-
ness Plan Competition March 
28 and received $1,500. Their 
team went on to win first place 
in UCFs business plan compe-
tition, TheJoustTournamen4 
1 on April 11 and took home 
$12,000. 
In the Nascent competition, 
each team was given eight min-
utes to pitch its business plan to 
a group of three judges in a litn-
ousine while cruising around 
the speedway. In addition to the 
ride, each team was able to tour 
the Indianapolis Motor Speed-
way Hall of Fame Museum 
The UCF team pitched its 
idea for an online networking 
Web site called Group Table. 
Group Table is designed to siln-
plify group work in classes and 
allow the exchange of notes, 
outlines and other files. 
"Group Table was created to 
help students save time and get 
better grades by maximizing 
the power of their group inter-
actions and bringing them con-
veniently online, the way our 
generation likes to work," Brim 
said "Group Table mirrors the 
same interactions of a physical 
group meeting but goes a step 
further, allowing students to 
add to discussions at their con-
venience and manage all of 
their groups silnultaneously 
from one location." 
Wall and Brim came up with 
the idea for Group Table about 
this time last year when they 
realized that getting groups and 
teams together for projects was 
PLEASE SEE WEB ON AS 
(t 
UCF disc team advances to regionals 
JAKE BRIDGES 
Staff Writer 
One of two ultilnate 
disc teams at UCF finished 
second in an annual sec-
tional tournament that 
took place April 5 and 6 in 
Orlando. 
The UCF A-team, Dogs 
of War, ranked No. 24 in the 
nation by the Ultimate 
Players Association, was 
only defeated once in the 
Florida Sectional 
Tournament by the Uni-
versity of Florida. UF is 
currently ranked No. 1 in 
the nation by UPA, which 
is similar to the AP poll in 
NCAA college football . 
UCF's B-team, Havoc, 
finished seventh in the 
tournament. 
Because of its top three 
finish, Dogs of War will 
advance to the Atlantic 
Coast Regionals in States-
boro, Ga., with UF and 
either Florida State Univer-
sity or the UF B-team. This 
third-place game was post-
poned due to lightning in 
the Orlando area and will 
be made up soon in Lake 
City. 
The sport, called "ulti-
mate,'' is played with two 
teams of seven players try-
ing to pass 
the disc into an end zone. 
"It's similar to basket-
ball in the way turnovers 
are done but similar to soc-
cer in the way you move up 
and down the field,'' said 
Steve Schade, vice presi-
PLEASE SEE UCF ON A7 
Jonathan Beilan, 
front, leaps to catch a 
flying disc. 
----··--·-------------- ---·-----~--
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AROUND 
CAMPUS 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Casting call for photo shoot today 
UCF Marketing will be 
holding a casting call for a• 
photo shoot today from 1:45 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Room 174 of 
the Education Building. 
The event is being held to 
find students to represent UCF 
in upcoming advertisements, 
promotional materials and 
more. For more information, 
contact thope@mail.ucf.edu. 
VUCF holds Give Kids the World 
Volunteer UCF is present-
ing Give Kids the World Wm-
ter Wonderland Party Thurs-
day from 2:45 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Volunteers are needed to 
help with games, rides, decora-
tions and food Free dinner is 
provided. Volunteers are 
required to meet at the Visual 
Arts Building at 2:45 p.m to car-
pool For more information, con-
tact vucf_health@maiLucf.edu. 
UCF holds Symphony of Dance 
The theatre department will 
be hosting UCF's Annual Dance 
Concert Thursday from 7 p.m. to 
10 p.m at the Orlando Repertory 
Theatre in downtown Orlando. 
The event will feature guest 
artists, Voci Dance Company 
and more. For more information 
and ticket information, call 407-
823-1500. 
LOCAL 
&STATE 
Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
Gov. Charlie Crist does not 
support $1 cigarette tax increase 
TALLAHASSEE Gov. 
Charlie Crist is extinguishing 
health care advocates' hopes for a 
dollar increase in the cigarette 
tax. 
A measure in the Legislature 
would boost the tax on a pack of 
smokes from 34 cents to $1.34, 
and a hearing was held Tuesday 
in the Senate Health Policy 
Committee. 
Asked earlier Tuesday 
whether he supported such an 
increase, Crist said simply, ''No." 
Crist's Republican col-
leagues in the House aren't very 
supportive of the idea either, 
opposing tax increases of any 
kind even in the face of one of 
the deepest budget shortfalls in 
recent years. 
Increasing the tax would 
bring an additional $1 billion 
into state coffers. 
But it's health care advocates 
who are pushing the bill (SB 
2790), arguing that raising the 
tax would cause people, espe-
cially cash-strapped kids, to 
stop smoking. 
The American Cancer Soci-
ety estimates that 123,000 peo-
ple might stop smoking as a 
result of a $1 increase. 
The bill's sponsor, Sen. Ted 
Deutch, D-Boca Raton, knows 
the strong opposition to tax 
increases, especially in an elec-
tion year. So, Deutch's bill also 
changes the word "tax" in the 
cigarette tax law, making it a 
''user fee" instead. 
Senators look into treatment 
of Florida's tomato pickers 
MIAMI - U.S. senators are 
looking into the treatment of 
Florida's tomato workers fol-
lowing the collapse of a plan 
to help boost their wages. 
Sen. Bernie Sanders, a Ver-
mont independent, and Sen. 
Edward Kennedy, a Massachu-
setts Democrat, are among 
those holding the hearing 
Tuesday in Washington. 
The hearing comes months 
after Burger King and Florida 
tomato growers joined to 
overturn the symbolic gains 
the workers won from fast-
food giants McDonald's Corp. 
and Taco Bell owner Yum 
Brands Inc. 
Both agreed to fund the 
increase, which was to be 
passed on to workers. 
But the growers' organiza-
tion said it would fine mem-
bers $100,000 if they partici-
pated. 
911 call recounts aftermath of 
Central Florida teen's beating 
BARTOW - A newly 
released 911 call recounts the 
aftermath of a notorious 
videotaped beating of a Cen-
tral Florida teen. 
The Polk County Sheriff's 
Office released the recording 
PLEASE SEE LOCAL ON A4 
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Student dreams of Miss USA title 
CAITLIN SMITH 
Contributing Writer 
Lynsey Coburn was one of the estimated 250 million 
viewers worldwide Friday night as Miss Texas US.A, Crys-
tle Stewart,, accepted her crown as the new Miss USA 2008. 
"Wow, that really could be me next year," she said. 
And that thought could turn into reality - soon. 
The 23-year-old interpersonal/organizational communi-
cation major earned the title of Miss Polk County USA on 
March 22 in the Lake Hollingsworth Ballroom at The Lake-
land Center. 
Coburn will compete for the Miss Florida USA title in 
July against about 80 other contestants and will represent 
Polk County. This will be her second trip to the Miss Flori-
da pageant in the past four years. 
"I competed in two other pageants before winning the 
Polk County title last month," Coburn said. "I really want-
ed to compete in Central Florida, so I chose Miss Polk 
County USA." 
Contestants hire professionals to teach them how to 
perfect their walk, their talk, the way they stand and how 
they present themselves to an audience. The women prac-
tice as if winning a pageant is their job, and most of the 
time, it is. They use Vaseline as both a lip gloss and as a 
means of making their teeth shiny while keeping their lips 
from sticking to their teeth when they smile 
for the audience, families and, most 
importantly, the 
judges. 
"Winning a pag-
eant title is like her 
Heisman 
I . 
i 
, 
Trophy," said Lakeland's Miss USA pageant director, 
Brigittia Long. "It takes a lot of discipline and constant, con-
stant practice." 
Coburn's victory in Polk County came with somewhat 
more excitement and surprise than usual. 
"The master of ceremonies actually messed up the 
announcement of the runners-up," Coburn said. "I was 
called second runner-up and given the trophy and pro-
ceeded to walk back into line to hear the announcement of 
· the winners when the auditor stood up and said there had 
been a mistake." 
After an excruciating five-minute wait, the auditor told 
all of the contestants that they were going to start over with 
the announcement of the runners-up. 
"Someone else was announced second runner-up, and I 
had to hand her over my trophy. I started to fret because I 
thought that I did really well," Coburn said "Then it was 
announced that I, in fact, was actually Miss Polk County 
USA." 
Coburn's mother, Sandra, said she couldn't be more 
proud of her daughter. 
"I was surprised at first when they announced her name 
as the second runner-up because I thought she was phe-
nomenal," Sandra Coburn said. "I also knew very well that 
a different day with different judges would produce a dif-
ferent winner. I just hoped this time it would be Lynsey, 
and fortunately it was." 
With Coburn's crown come some hefty responsibilities. 
Coburn is trying to put a face to her name by being a visible 
titleholder in the city of Lakeland and also in Polk County. 
She makes appearances at other pageants, community 
events, functions and fundraisers. 
"I like to look at pageants as a way to give back to the 
community," Coburn said. "As a titleholder, I know 
that it is my responsibility to share my time and tal-
ents with service organizations in my community." 
Her last responsibility is to be a goodwill ambas-
sador throughout the state of Florida 
"As Lynsey Coburn, I can achieve a lot in the 
community, but as Lynsey Coburn Miss Polk Coun-
ty USA, I have a much stronger voice," Coburn 
said 
"I am rewarded every time I make an appear-
ance, a child wanting to hold my hand or have a 
picture taken with me, but the biggest reward of 
all is that I am making my own dreams come 
true." 
Lynsey Coburn, an 
interpersonal/organizational 
communication major, recently 
won the title of Miss Polk County 
USA. Coburn will compete for 
the Miss Florida USA title in July. 
ANDY JACOBSOHN/ 
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LOCAL WEATHER 
Today TODAY IN DETAIL 0 Thursday High:78° Today: Mostly Sunny. North wind SUNNY Low:59° MOSTLY between 10 and 15 mph, with gusts 
SUNNY as high as 25 mph. 0 High: 75° Tonight: Mostly clear, with a low Friday High:82° around 51. North northeast wind Low:51° around 5 mph. MOSTLY SUNNY Low:64° 
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One-Act Festival presents different outlooks 
SHAWN GAGE 
Contributing Writer 
Audiences packed the 
UCF Black Box Theatre 
last weekend to watch 
student-directed and 
written plays that offered 
controversy and laughter. 
Several dozen UCF 
students, professors and 
family members filled the 
lobby an hour before 
opening each night to 
receive tickets to the One-
Act Festival. Some were 
turned away the first 
night due to limited seat-
ing. 
The One-Act Festival is 
a semi-annual event pre-
sented by Project Spot-
light, a student organiza-
tion that is designed to 
give students an opportu-
nity to explore the world 
of theater. Students are 
invited to write, direct, act 
and produce shows for 
the festival. 
'We really want to give 
everyone an opportunity 
to stage manage and 
direc;t," UCF theatre 
major Brian Kabbash said. 
He added that most 
campus productions are 
directed by faculty and 
stage managed by theatre 
students. 
According to John 
Shafer, a faculty adviser 
for Project Spotlight, 
when the organization 
first started, it was limited 
to only theatre majors. 
Today, anyone can partici-
pate, as evidenced by the 
variety · of majors 
involved, including 
finance, public relations 
and communication. 
"I try not to predict 
what they'll come up with 
next," Shafer said. "I love 
when they knock me out 
of my chair with new 
ideas." 
The One-Act Festival 
has been held semi-annu-
ally for five years and has 
featured student-written 
plays since its second 
year. Several student-
written plays at the One-
Act Festival have gone on 
to win awards and honors 
at national competitions. 
Talya Adams, a student 
at UCF, wrote the play 
Growing Pains, which was 
directed by Penny Jack-
son, for the One-Act Festi-
val. The play exposed the 
horrors that can occur in 
abusive relationships. 
"I have never been 
there, but I know a lot of 
people who have," Adams 
said. "I wanted to expose 
an epidemic that has 
affected a lot - an epi-
demic of staying in dys-
functional, abusive rela-
tionships." 
Saviors was written by 
UCF theatre majors Chris 
Metz and Kyle Adkins. 
"Some of it was semi-
autobiographical, while 
others came- from my 
invention," Metz said. "It's 
the course to define reali-
ty and what it means to 
find your own savior." 
Last year, Metz was 
sent to Waterloo in a the-
ater-writer swap program 
to present a reading of 
another play he had writ-
ten. 
Attendees at the festi-
val responded well to the 
student-written plays. 
"The student-written 
ones are really mar-
velous," said Troy Brooks, 
a freshman theatre major. 
"I have friends in [the 
One-Act :Festival], and 
that just makes it even 
more entertaining." 
Arturo Sierra directed 
the play Work in Progress, 
which integrated film and 
stage by placing a projec-
tor on stage that actors 
worked with. 
"It was difficult 
because the film portion 
had to be filmed first and 
then integrated with the 
stage production," he said. 
He explained that the diffi-
culty came in integrating the 
video clips with the stage 
because the lighting and sound 
provided limitations that could 
not be predicted. He said that 
this integration is only one step 
in a long series to come. 
In addition to the One-Act 
Festival, Project Spotlight also 
presents Spotlight Arts and 
numerous sponsored full-
length shows throughout each 
semester. 
The final Project Spotlight 
event will be a Black and White 
Ball geared toward theatre 
majors, faculty and guests. Jessi 
Grossman, vice president of 
Project Spotlight, said that if 
the event does well, it will 
become an annual event for the 
theatre department. 
e • use a condom every tLme. ROJ 
(3 
Attendees receive tickets 
for the One-Act Festival 
last weekend. The semi-
annual eventfeatures 
plays written and directed 
by UCF students. The 
festival had a good 
showing this year, with 
some fans unable to get 
tickets for the first night's 
performance. 
SHAWN GAGE / 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
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FROM A2 
of the 911 call Tuesday. 
The 16-year-old victim 
-tells the 911 operator: "I got 
jumped." 
The girl called from a 
friend's house in Lakeland 
after the beating March 30. 
The friend's mother got on 
the phone and told the oper-
ator: "She's got blood in her 
mouth, a big old knot on her 
left eye, and we think she's 
got a tooth broke." 
Eight teens have been 
charged as adults in the 
beating, which deputies say 
they videotaped and 
planned to post on the 
YouTube and MySpace Web 
sites. 
Part of the video was 
released by the sheriff's 
office and has been seen 
widely on national TV and 
the Internet. 
Palm Beach man steals truck, 
dies when it runs over his head 
ROYAL PALM BEACH 
- Palm Beach County 
authorities say a man who 
jumped out of a stolen U-
Haul truck died after it ran 
over his head. 
A sheriff's office report 
says Willie Lee Thomas III 
was taken to a hospital early 
Monday morning where he 
was pronounced dead. 
The 24-year-old from 
Riviera Beach was trying to 
flee police after someone 
called 911 to report that his 
truck was stolen. 
The caller said he was 
following the thief. 
Authorities caught up to 
the U-Haul and tried to pull 
it over, but the driver sped 
away. 
He then jumped out and 
was run over by the truck. 
It then crashed into a 
tree. Police found a gun 
inside. 
Authorities are looking 
for the 911 caller. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
What's in the news at 
colleges around the country 
Gov. candidate Jim Schellin_ger 
_says education is his top priority 
INDIANAPOLIS - Demo-
crat Jim Schellinger said Mon-
day that he would make educa-
tion his top priority if elected 
governor, pledging never to cut 
overall spending for public 
schools and to try to attract and 
retain more qualified teachers. 
"Education has to be the 
cornerstone of the focus of our 
state,'' Schellinger, an Indi-
anapolis architect, said at a 
Statehouse news conference. 
Schellinger released an 18-
point education plan that also 
touches on trying to make col-
lege more affordable and 
includes a promise not to let 
funding for higher education 
drop. 
Its release came a day 
before he and former U.S. Rep. 
Jill Long Thompson, who also 
is seeking the Democratic 
nomination for governor, 
planned to square off in the 
first and perhaps only debate 
before the May 6 primary. 
The winner in May will face 
Republican Gov. Mitch 
Daniels, who has no primary 
opponent. 
Long Thompson respond-
ed to Schellinger's education 
plan by saying that her propos-
al is focused on reforming edu-
cation policy to emphasize 
vocational training for jobs of 
the 21st Century, improving 
access to higher education and 
trying to give teachers more 
flexibility in the classroom 
Schellinger said he would 
never let overall spending on 
public schools fall below cur-
rent levels, but he would not 
promise that funding for some 
individual schools - such as 
those losing enrollment -
would not drop. 
He said if governor, he 
would present two budgets -
one on education and one for 
everything else. 
He said during good eco-
nomic times, 50 percent of all 
remaining surpluses in the 
state's main checking 
account would be put in a 
trust fund to generate inter-
est that could only be used to 
fund schools. 
-ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NATION & WORLD 
Keep current with headlines from around the globe 
PLINIO LEPRI/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Pope Benedict XVI is seen prior to boarding a plane bound for Washington, at Rome's 
Fiumicino International Airport, Tuesday. This is the pope's first pilgrimage to the U:S. 
Pope visits U.S.in hopes of . 
ending pedophiles in the church 
ABOARD THE PAPAL 
PLANE - Pope Benedict 
XVI said Tuesday he was 
"deeply ashamed" of the 
clergy sexual abuse scandal 
in the Roman Catholic 
Church and will work to 
make sure pedophiles don't 
become priests. 
Benedict was answering 
questions submitted in 
advance by reporters 
aboard a special Alitalia air-
liner as he was flying from 
Rome to Washington to 
begin his first papal pilgrim-
age to the United States. 
Benedict pledged that 
pedophiles would not be 
priests in the Catholic 
Church. 
Benedict's pilgrimage 
was the first trip by a pontiff 
to the United States since 
the scandal involving 
priests sexually abusing 
young people rocked U.S. 
dioceses. 
The church has paid out 
more than $2 billion in 
abuse costs since 1950, with 
hundreds of millions in set-
tlements just since 2002. Six 
U.S. dioceses have declared 
bankruptcy in recent years 
because of the. financial toll 
of the scandal. 
Vatican officials selected 
four questions to be read by 
the journalists to the ppntiff 
aboard the plane. 
Benedict described his 
pilgrimage as a journey to 
meet a "great people and a 
great church." 
He spoke about the 
American model of reli-
gious values within a system 
of separation of church and 
state. 
From a presidential wel-
come, to two Masses at 
baseball stadiums, to a stop 
for prayer at ground zero in 
New York, Benedict will get 
a heavy dose of the.Ameri-
can experience. 
President Bush planned 
to make the unusual gesture 
of greeting him at Andrews 
Air Force Base - the first 
time the president has 
greeted a foreign leader 
there. 
Delta, Northwest still face 
obstacles in airline merge 
If Delta and Northwest 
are going to create the 
world's largest airline, 
they'll first have unions to 
cajole, politicians to placate 
and antitrust regulators to 
convince. 
Two of Northwest's 
largest unions immediately 
declared their opposition. 
Most importantly, the 
airlines will need antitrust 
approval from federal regu-
lators. 
In 2001, an attempted 
merger of United Airlines 
and US Airways fell apart 
a111id antitrust concerns. 
Executives at Delta and 
Northwest said they are 
aiming to close their deal by 
the end of this year, which 
would be before the end of 
the merger-friendly Bush 
administration. 
The takeover announced 
Monday calls for the com-
bined airline to be nameu 
Delta, remain based in 
Atlanta, and be run by Delta 
CEO Richard Anderson. 
If the share-swap 
becomes final, Delta share-
holders will get a bigger 
company, while Northwest 
shareholders would get a 
16.8 percent premium over 
Monday's closing stock 
prices. Based on those 
prices, the deal values 
Northwest at more than $3.6 
billion. 
"We are confident the 
transaction will go forward 
and be approved," North-
west CEO Doug Steenland 
said. 
Plane crashes in Congo; 79 
believed to have died 
KINSHASA, Congo - A 
plane crashed Tuesday into a 
residential neighborhood in 
the eastern Congo town of 
Goma, and at least 79 people 
were believed to have died, 
government officials said. 
There were six known sur-
vivors. 
It was not immediately 
known how many people 
may have been killed on the 
ground when the DC-9 plane 
faltered shortly after takeoff, 
said Julien Mpaluku, the gov-
ernor of the province. 
''We have already picked 
up many bodies - dozens of 
bodies," Mpaluku said. 
"There are a lot of flames 
which makes it difficult to 
know if the bodies we are 
picking up are those of pas-
sengers of the plane or else 
passers-by or people that 
lived in the area where the 
plane crashed." 
Among the survivors was 
one of the pilots, Mpaluku 
said. 
The plane is owned by 
Hewa Bora, a private airline 
based in the country, 
Mpaluku said. It was headed 
to Kinshasa, Congo's capital, 
said Gauthier Iloko, the sec-
ond-in-command at the 
Goma airport. 
Presidential candidate John 
McCain calls for'gas-tax holiday' 
PITTSBURGH - John 
McCain called Tuesday for 
the federal government to 
free people from paying gaso-
line taxes this summer and 
ensure that college students 
can secure loans this fall, pro-
posals aimed at stemming the 
public's pain now fro1J1, the 
troubled economy. 
In the longer term, the cer-
tain Republican presidential 
nominee said he would dou-
ble the tax exemption for 
dependent children and offer 
people the option of choosing 
a simpler tax system. 
''We know from experi-
ence that no serious reform of 
the current tax code will 
come out of Congress, so now 
it is time to turn the decision 
over to the people,'' McCain 
said 
To help people weather 
the downturn immediately, 
McCain urged Congress to 
institute a "gas-tax holiday" 
by suspending the 18.4 cent 
federal gas tax and 24.4 cent 
diesel tax from Memorial Day 
to Labor Day. He also 
renewed his call for the Unit-
ed States to stop adding to the 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve 
and thus lessen to some 
extent the worldwide 
demand for oil. 
Combined, he said, the 
two proposals would reduce 
gas prices, which would have 
a trickle-down effect, and 
"help to spread relief across 
the American economy.'' 
Addressing the feared fall-
out of the ongoing credit 
crunch, McCain also said 
the Education Department 
should work with the coun-
try's governors to make sure 
that each state's guarantee 
agency- nonprofits that tra-
ditionally back student loans 
issued by banks - has both 
the means and the manpow-
er to be the lender-of-last-
resort for student loans. 
Lawmakers, students and 
financial experts are worried 
that the credit crisis might 
make it more difficult for stu-
dents and their families to 
find loans. Nearly two dozen 
lenders have dropped out of 
the federally backed student 
loan program. 
Students, McCain said, 
"should not be denied an 
education because the reck-
lessness of others has made 
credit too hard to obtain." 
-AS~OCIATED PRESS 
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Bombs, suicide attack 
kill almost 60 in Iraq 
KIM GAMEL 
Associated Press 
BAGHDAD - Car bombs 
and a suicide attacker struck 
crowded areas in Baghdad 
and former insurgent strong-
holds to the north and west of 
the capital Tuesday, killing 
nearly 60 people and breaking 
a recent lull in violence in the 
predominantly Sunni areas. 
The attacks were a deadly 
reminder of the threat posed 
by suspected Sunni insur-
gents even as clashes between 
Shiite militia fighters and 
U.S.-lraqi forces continued 
elsewhere. 
The U.S. military con-
demned the bombings and 
said they appeared to have 
been carried out by al-Qaida 
in Iraq. 
The first blast occurred in 
Baqouba, 35 miles northeast 
of Baghdad, when a car 
parked in front of a restaurant 
exploded just before noon 
across the street from the cen-
tral courthouse and other 
government offices. 
One survivor described a 
huge fire that sent black 
smoke billowing into the sky 
and left charred bodies inside 
their cars. 
"I was on my way to the 
government office when a big 
explosion occurred nearby," 
said the witness, who would 
only identify himself by his 
nickname Abu Ali. ·~ I 
approached the site, I saw 
cars on fire, burned bodies 
and damaged shops damaged 
with shattered glass every-
where." 
At least 40 people were 
killed and 70 wounded in the 
blast, according to hospital 
officials, who spoke on condi-
tion of anonymity because 
they weren't authorized to 
release the information. 
AP Television News 
footage showed many of the 
bodies covered in crisp white 
sheets in the main hospital's 
courtyard .while the emer-
gency room inside was over-
whelmed with the wounded. 
The U.S. military in north-
em Iraq gave a slightly lower 
toll, saying 35 Iraqi citizens 
were killed, including a 
policeman, and 66 wounded 
in the attack. 
It was the deadliest bomb-
ing in Iraq since March 6 
when a twin bombing killed 
68 people in a crowded shop-
ping district in the central 
Baghdad district of Karradah. 
A suicide attacker on a 
motorcycle later drove up to a 
kebab restaurant in Ramadi 
and detonated his explosives 
vest around 12:30 p.m., killing 
at least 13 people including 
three policemen and wound-
ing 20 other people, police 
Capt. Abu Saif al-Anbari said. 
Hospital officials said two 
children were among the 
dead. 
Police initially thought a 
parked car had exploded in 
the industrial area but later 
determined it was a suicide 
attack, al-Anbari said. 
Ahmed al-Dulaimi, a 27-
year-old mechanic, was at the 
restaurant when the blast 
occurred but escaped injury 
because he was sitting at a 
back table. He said his cousin, 
who owned the restaurant, 
had been killed. 
"Pieces of flesh flew into 
the air and 'the roof fell over 
us. I saw the horrible sight of 
bodies without heads or with-
out legs or hands," he said. 
Ramadi, 70 miles west of 
Baghdad, is the capital of 
Anbar province and has large-
ly been sealed off by check-
points. 
Like Baqouba, the area has 
seen a sharp decline in vio-
lence in recent months as 
Sunni tribal leaders have 
joined forces with the Ameri-
cans against al-Qaida in Iraq. 
The U.S. military said over-
all attacks in Diyala province 
have dropped more than 76 
percent since June 2007. 
''.Although attacks such as 
today's event are tragic, it is 
not indicative of the overall 
security situation in Baqou-
ba,'' Maj. Mike Garcia, a 
spokesman for U.S. forces in 
Diyala, said i.J?. a statement. 
A parked car bomb also 
targeted a police patrol in cen-
tral Baghdad, killing four civil-
ians who were passing by and 
wounding 15 other people, 
police said. 
~lsewhere in northern 
Iraq, a double car bombing in 
Mosul wounded three Iraqi 
policemen and 15 civilians, the 
U.S. military said. Mosul is 
considered one of the last 
urban strongholds for al-
Qaida in Iraq and the Ameri-
can and Iraqi militaries have 
promised a security crack-
down. 
The relative calm in pre-
dominantly Sunni areas has 
coincided with clashes 
between Shiite militia fighters 
and U.S.-Iraqi forces in Bagh-
dad and the oil-rich southern 
city of Basra 
But while the Bush admin-
istration has begun citing 
what it calls Iranian-backed 
Shiite factions as the greatest 
threat to Iraq's stability, 
American commanders have 
consistently warned that al-
Qaida-led insurgents contin-
ue to pose a serious danger. 
In other violence Tuesday, 
U.S. soldiers backed by an 
airstrike killed ~ix militants 
during clashes in the 
Sudayrah area near Baghdad's 
main Shiite militia stronghold 
of Sadr City, the military said. 
Iraqi police in the area 
claimed that two boys were 
among those killed in the 
airstrike, but the military said 
no civilian casualties were 
reported. 
Lt. Col. Steve Stover said 
separately that American 
troops killed four militants 
who fired rocket-propelled 
grenades at a tank elsewhere 
in the area. 
Clashes also broke out 
later Tuesday in Sadr City, 
leaving four militiamen killed 
and 15 others wounded, Iraqi 
police and hospital officials 
said 
Associated Press writers 
Hamid Ahmed and Sinan 
Salaheddin contributed to this 
report. 
• • • • • • ADEM HADEi / ASSOCIATED PRESS 
A man, mJured m_a car bomb attack, 1s ~roughtto a hospital m Baqoub_a, Iraq, Tuesday. According to police and hospital officials,at least 
38 people were killed and 64 wounded m the blast when a car parked m front of a restaurant in downtown Baqouba exploded. 
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Dogs cost $4K to $20 K 
FROM Al 
the dog's purpose. 
It would also cost the UCF 
PD roughly $5,000 to outfit a 
canine vehicle, buy one year's 
supply of high-quality dog 
food, pay veterinary bills, pur-
chase equipment for the dog 
and pay the operational costs 
of the canine kennel, accord-
ing to a December press 
release from UCF PD's Chief 
Richard Beary. 
Based on research con-
ducted by Mesloh in 2003 on 
598 UCF students, about 70 
percent of students surveyed 
said that the presence of a 
canine unit was an effective 
method of det~rring drug use 
and crime on campus and that 
canine units are not a waste of 
money, regardless of how 
much they cost. 
About 73 _percent of stu-
"Currently, the 
force has two 
effective dogs 
with two others 
in training.'' 
- OFFICER JEANETTE EMERT 
dents that Mesloh surveyed 
were also willing to pay $1 or 
more per month to fund this 
program, and 13 percent of 
those were willing to pay $10 
or more per month for dogs to 
be on campus. 
"I wouldn't mind financial-
ly supporting the canine pro-
gram here at UCF," said senior 
Hailey Wmslow. "Just know-
ing that they're out there doing 
their job makes me feel better 
about being on campus." 
There are many reasons 
that law enforcement agencies 
are now using canines more 
than before, but the primary 
reason they're desired at UCF 
centers on their use as a cost-
effective tool to find an object 
or person quickly and keep an 
officer out of hann's way. 
"Police departments see 
the dogs as a cost-efficient 
addition to their team despite 
their initial cost," Mesloh said 
"They're able to operate the 
dogs for roughly $1 per hour 
of service, in contrast to the 
upwards of $40 for an officer." 
The UCF PD also sells 
miniature, stuffed K-9 dogs at 
their Community Relations 
office across from the UCF 
Bookstore for $6. The pro-
ceeds from these dogs goes 
directly to fund the UCF PD 
Canine Unit. 
Web site simplifies projects 
FROM Al 
extremely difficult given the 
hectic schedules of most col-
lege students. After talking to 
other students, they found that 
they weren't alone in this prob-
lem. They partnered with Hen-
derson and began work on 
their Web site. They released 
Group Table to the public in 
February. 
Students across the country 
are now utilizing this online 
environment to work on 
everything from simple group 
projects to law school mock 
trials. With a predicted 
increase in college enrollment 
in the next few years, the team 
hopes to continue expanding 
its Web site and help ease the 
common stresses of college 
students. 
Some Web sites that are 
comparable to Group Table are 
also up and running. Sherlock 
Notes, for example, provides 
notes for students in a similar 
online environment, but there 
are some differences. 
"Group Table doesn't sell 
notes to students,'' Brim said 
"Group Table is a service 
designed for high-achieving 
students who want to collabo-
rate and excel more efficiently 
through quality group interac-
tions. 
"Group Table does allow 
students to share their notes, 
outlines or other files with 
members of their group; how-
ever, that is just one aspect of 
the tool we provide." 
Some teachers are not sup-
portive of an online exchange 
of notes. Germayne Graham, a 
professor with the Lead Schol-
ars Program and a psycholo-
gist at the UCF Counseling 
Center, said he feels there is 
more benefit when students 
meet and work together. 
"I don't think it's helpful if it 
takes the place of meeting in 
person." Graham said ''It could 
prevent personal development 
and good communication 
skills that could be beneficial to 
the student." 
Brim said that he knows 
there are teachers at UCF who 
support the Group Table serv-
OUR~ 
•--~ 
ice. 
"Several teachers here at 
UCF and at other schools are 
going to recommend students 
in their summer classes to use 
Group Table for their group 
projects," Brim said 
There are already many stu-
dents taking advantage of 
Group Table and more who 
would consider using it. 
Andrew Wood, an 
engineering major, said he 
feels that it's not that difficult to 
gather groups together for 
projects, but he would consid-
er using Group Table. 
''There are a lot of projects 
that require you to meet with 
people in order to complete it," 
Wood said, "but I would use 
anything that would make my 
life easier." 
Group Table is currently 
looking for additional Web 
developers to join the team. 
Anyone who's interested 
should contact David Brim at 
dave@grouptable.com. For 
more information on Group 
Table or to register an account, 
visit www.grouptable.com. 
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at UCF's Fifth Annual 
Service-Learning Student Showcase 
Friday, April 18, 2008 
Student Union - Pegasus Ballroom 
Time: 12:30-4 PM 
12: 30 Doors open to the public. 
3:00 Awards Ceremony 
Welcome, Dr. Sheri Dressler 
SGA and Peer Choice Awards 
4:00 Closing remarks 
"Before this class, I never even considered my position as a global 
citizen .... I have the time, the energy, and the desire to work 
towards the betterment of our global society .... I have learned 
that even as one person, I can make a difference." 
- UCF Women's Studies student 
Contact Amy Zeh, Experiential Learning • 407-823-4395 • azeh@mail.ucf.edu 
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o Ready in minutes 
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Crotty: technology helps training 
COREY MAYNARD/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
John Morgan Bambace, left, and Joseph Tilley, members of Dogs of War, play a game of 
• ultimate. The sport has been gaining popularity on college (ampuses nationwide. 
UCF team to go up 
. against region's elite. · 
FROM Al 
1/1 
dent of the club Ultimate Fris-
bee at UCF and a Dogs of War 
,.. team member. "It's a great deal 
of running." 
Ultimate is a relatively new 
sport. The UPA was estab-
lished in 1979, but it has gained 
increasing popularity, espe-
cially on college campuses. 
The UPA's Web site boasts 
" collegiate-level participants 
from Florida all the way to 
Alaska. The UPA Web site 
also displays links to youth 
and regular club teams. 
Dogs of War compete in 
one of the most competitive of 
• the collegiate regions. As 
Bumgarner said, the Atlantic 
Coast region is a place for the 
elite. Dogs of War will be 
• matched against top-tier com-
petition such as No. 1 UF, No. 
15 North Carolina University, 
No. 17 North Carolina State 
• University, No. 25 University 
of North Carolina-Wilming-
ton and No. 32 Georgia Tech. 
, Schade said he knows the 
team will have to overachieve 
at the tournament in order to 
advance to College Nationals 
,, in Boulder, Colo., which a UCF 
team has never done before. 
''We have our work cut out 
for us. It's [possible], but we 
at have to play a great tourna-
ment," he said. "Last year, we 
ended up fifth at regionals. 
This year, I think we have just 
• as good a shot as we did last 
year. Our team is probably just 
as strong, we have the same 
coach and a bunch of the same 
players." 
Dogs of War team member 
Daniel Bumgarner and team-
'* mate Bill lgar said the team is 
doing well for having only 
been a team for about five 
years. Bumgarner and Igar 
~ were responsible for starting 
the club, and have seen it grow 
rapidly with current coach 
• Shane Steward. 
''When he started coaching 
us, we were maybe No. 170 in 
the nation, so he has lifted us 
v up to No. 24," Schade said. "He 
has done an outstanding job 
with our program. We are still 
trying to get our name on the 
map. We are not elite yet, but 
we are a very good club." 
Though they don't consid-
er themselves elite, the team at 
UCF has made a splash on the 
ultimate scene. It has garnered 
spots in two invite-only tour-
naments at the University of 
Texas and Stanford Universi-
ty. 
Other than those two tour-
naments, the UCF team also 
competes regularly in the 
Trouble in Vegas Tournament 
and the College Terminus 
Tournament, held in Atlanta 
Locally, popularity for the 
sport on campus has 
increased. This semester, 
Bumgarner said, about 50 to 
60 new students came out for 
the club's early practices. 
However, the large time com-
mitment deters some stu-
dents, Schade said. 
The increased popularity 
was the main reason that a B-
team, Havoc, was able to start 
last year. 
''This is really our B-team's 
first year as a true competitive 
club," Schade said. "They have 
captains, and they have some 
hierarchy." 
Both Dogs of War and 
Havoc continue to grow every 
year, and members said they 
hope that this expansion will 
only continue with time. 
Schade, who will serve as 
Sports Club president next 
year, has plans to put clips of 
the team in action on the UCF 
orientation video to spark 
interest. Also, Bumgarner and 
lgar said they are always 
recruiting during the orienta-
tion ice cream social at their 
team's table. 
"If you want to take your 
game to the next level, we are 
always out here;' Schade said. 
"You can cqme out, and we 
will be happy to teach you the 
game." 
For more information, visit 
the team's Web site at 
www.ultimateucf.com. 
FROM Al 
the real thing. 
The scenario began with 
three shots. Then voices trav-
eled through the maze of 
rooms as the participants 
screamed and shouted for 
help or chattered, terrified as 
police charged in. Some of the 
players pleaded with the offi-
cers not to go farther, begging 
for help. 
Pete Wallace, director of 
UCF Academic Affairs, 
hunched over Steve Talbert, a 
College of Nursing faculty 
member, ready to start CPR as 
police armed with rifles 
entered the room. 
"Help us, help us, this guy 
needs your help," Wallace 
yelled as a team of four offi-
cers searched the room before 
calling it clear and continuing 
their search. 
The scenario was designed 
to help train about 35 officers 
for an emergency. UCF is still 
awaiting a DVD of the exer-
cise, which will be reviewed 
to determine the exercise's 
success. 
Saab '!raining USA, locat-
ed in Research Park, provided 
UCF PD with the equipment 
for the exercise, free of 
charge, which Beary said 
"saved everybody a lot of 
money." 
Saab provided vests with 
GPS antennas that sent data 
back to a control center. The 
movement of each participant 
in the exercise was moni-
tored. Saab employees operat-
ed the monitoring equipment 
and are creating the DVD. 
Students, faculty and staff 
wore safety goggles, vests and 
clothing that covered their 
arms and legs as a safety pre-
caution. 
Each officer was checked 
three times before he or she 
entered the building to ensure 
that no live ammunition was 
introduced, Beary said. 
"Safety is the whole prem-
ise of which this is built 
upon," Beary said. 
Even though the rifles used 
blanks, Maj. David Zambri of 
UCF PD said the officers fu-ed 
the guns five feet away, just to 
be safe. 
Participants were given 
cards describing how their 
characters were to behave. 
Some were supposed to be 
shot and bleeding, such as 
Talbert. Others were shocked 
and frightened, such as senior 
Cecilia Chik. 
''Basically, what I do is rm 
not hurt or anything, but rm 
just scared," said Chile, a 22-
year-old math education 
major. "So, I'm just hiding in 
the comer and waiting for the 
police to come and call for 
help. If[the police] come and 
try to take me away, I act too 
scared to leave." 
Freshman Lisa Cunning-
ham said she had a similar 
role alongside Chik. 
The 18-year-old political 
science major said she was 
instructed to act the same 
way, but if police came and 
tried to persuade the two to 
leave, she would try to tell 
Chik it was OK to go with 
them. 
State Attorney Lawson 
Lamar said that exercises 
such as Monday's have "a 
tremendous effect" in safe-
guarding students and citi-
zens. 
Lamar, Orange County 
Mayor Richard Crotty and 
others watched the scenarios 
unfold from a control center 
located in the building. 
After each scenario, UCF 
police had the opportunity to 
review how they performed 
through an "after action 
review," said Lee Kernek, 
associate vice president of 
UCF Facilities and Safety. 
Kernek called the review a 
"key piece." 
"They'll see what they've 
done right, they'll see what 
they've done wrong because 
it is about training," Kemek 
said. "It's not about trying to 
do this perfectly each time. 
Above: Vests provided by Saab Training 
USA wait to be worn by the volunteers. 
The vests were fitted with sensors and 
GPS antennas that monitored movements 
and gunshots. 
Left: A Saab employee explains the 
simulation and equipment before the 
exercise.Saab employees will produce a 
DVD of the exercise for UCF PD to review. 
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It's about training so we know 
what to do better next time 
and next time and next time." 
In the controlled environ-
ment, Crotty said he liked the 
idea of "putting high-tech to 
work in a practical sense." 
"When you look at inci-
dents that have taken place 
across the country, it is appar-
ent that campuses have 
become a place where certain 
kinds of terrorist activities 
have taken place, usually [by] 
a student," Crotty said. "For 
law enforcement to be able to 
use this technology to train 
for those events is very help-
ful. And I think it's also very 
helpful .that we have the tech-
nology in place to do this." 
--- -----------------------------'------------------------·- - -- - - - -
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Donate Plasma! 
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough 
Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma 
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including 
children, with serious illneses. 
DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100 
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months) 
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation. 
www.dciplasm~ m _ 
The Student Academic Resource Center 
is 
Open 24 HOURS during 
Finals Week! 
Sunday, April 20, 2008 at 3:00 pm through 
Friday, April 25, 2008 until 5:00 pm 
FREE Snacks and Refreshments after 8 p.m. each night! 
.Unh,.,r,;flyoJ 
Co-Sponsored by 
• Howard Phillips Hall (HPH) Room 11 5 
407-823-51 30 
Final Reviews Scheduled and Conducted by 
SARC Tutors and SI Leaders 
Great Place for Study Groups 
Access to Computers 
Great Learning Environment 
Visit the SARC Website at www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu 
for final review schedules. 
We can help you prepare for final exams! 
"Success Starts at SARC" 
central 
Florida Student Success Center - Student Development and Enrollment Services 
' 
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TEAM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 FINAL 
MEMPHIS 0 0 1 
3 0 
0 0 3 0 0 0 4 
10 
--------
UCF 5 0 0 1 1 0 X 
RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF shortstop Eric Kallstrom takes off toward third base during the Knights' 10-4 victory over Memphis on Sunday. Kallstrom went 2-for-3 to extend his hitting streak to 13 games. 
BRIAN MURPHY 
Staff Writer 
Gray and rainy conditions loomed over Jay Bergman Field 
for the majority of the UCF Baseball team's game Sunday ver-
sus Memphis, but the Knights were left basking in the glow of 
victory after defeating the Tigers 10-4 for their first Conference 
USA series win of 2008. 
One of the Knights' goals for this season is to finish at the 
.500 mark at least in conference play. Entering Sunday's game, 
the Knights were 3-8 in Conference USA and had lost its first 
four conference series, so they hope this is the start of a trend. 
"We knew coming into today that we had to get a Win order 
to stay in the conference race," UCF outfielder Colin Arnold 
said. 
The Knights won the rubber match against the Tigers with 
the help of some solid hitting early and solid pitching late. 
With a runner on second base and two out in the first inning, 
back-to-back doubles by Eric Kallstrom ancj. Chris Duffy put the 
Knights up 2-0. Evan Stobbs hit the next pitch to right field, to 
score Duffy. 
After Stobbs moved up to second on a wild pitch, Chadd 
Hartman smacked a single that snuck under the glove of second 
baseman Eric Farrell and into center field, giving UCF another 
run. Tyson Auer then recorded a hit of his own to put runners 
on first and third. 
Then, as the 1-0 pitch to Josh Siebenaler crossed the plate for 
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Softball leaves UTEP with triumph 
Knights salvage conference series 
with a great performance from Kime 
MELISSA HEYBOER 
Editor-in-Chief 
The UCF Softball team's 
biggest success this season has-
n't come with wins or rankings. 
Rather, it has come from its 
ability to bounce back from 
tough situations. 
The Knights (36-17 overall, 
11-6 in Conference USA) faced 
losing a third consecutive game 
Sunday after falling twice Satur-
day to the UTEP Miners (25-18 
overall, 6-9 in C-USA). But, like 
they've done all season, UCF 
avoided the loSs with a 43 vic-
tory over their Conference 
USArival 
The longest UCF losing 
streak this season lasted just · 
three games back in the begin-
ning of MarclL Since then, Sat-
urday's one-run upsets were the 
closest they've come to a 
repeat. 
Allison Kime tied her 
career-high mark for strikeouts 
and tied the UCF program 
record, striking out 15 Miners in 
the complete-game win. The 
strikeouts boost her season 
total to 249. 
UTEP jumped out to the 
game's first lead, scoring one 
run in the bottom of the first 
inning.off a double from Amber 
Bennett and an RBI single from 
Camilla Carrera 
The Knights answered in the 
top of the second and third 
innings with a run in eaclL 
In the second, Ashley Van 
Ryn ripped an RBI single to left-
center field that scored Hillary 
Barrow from second, who 
reached base on a walk. 
Breanne Javier came 
· through in the third with a dou-
ble to right-center field that 
scored Marquita Council after 
she singled through the right 
side to reach base. Both run-
scoring hits came with two 
outs. 
The Miners would take the 
lead back in the bottom of the 
third with two runs on three 
hits. 
Bennett led off the inning 
with an infield single to second 
base and advanced to second 
on a single from Carrera.. The 
next batter, Stacie Townsend, 
walked to load the bases with 
no outs. 
UCF thought it would get 
out of the inning without any 
damage, as Kime would strike 
out the next two batters. UTEP 
PLEASE SEE KIME ON A9 
Golfwins 
I second 
toumey 
Men dominate in 
UK Invitational 
BRIAN MURPHY 
Staff Writer 
4 
.. 
The UCF Men's Golf team 
had four players finish in the 
top 10 at the University of 
Kentucky Bluegrass Invita-
tional en route to a dominant :, 
performance and its second 
tournament win of the sea-
son 
The Knights beat runners-
up Missouri and Murray State 
by 16 strokes, a difference 
larger than the one between 
the second- and ninth-place 
teams. · 
Giwon Suh, David John-
son, Greg Forest and Mike 
Stem all finished in the top 10. 
Kentucky had three play-
ers finish that high and was 
the only other team with 
more than one player in the 
top 10. 
Suh was the highest fmish-
er for UCF, even though his 
11-over-par 224 was just one 
stroke better than the other 
three Knights. • 
Johnson, Forest and Stem 
all finished with 12-over-par 
225s. 
The invitational was 
scheduled to begin Sunday, 
but inclement weather 
allowed the 17 teams to com-
plete only the first round 
They fmished the second 
and third rounds Monday, 
when the temperature in Lex-
ington, Ky., was near 40 
degrees. 
UCF made its mark in the 
second round, shooting a 6-
over-par 290 as a team. That 
great round allowed the 
Knights to move from a tie for · 
second place into a six-stroke 
lead for first. 
The 290 the Knights shot 4 , 
PLEASE SEE CONFERENCE ON A12 
Class: 
Senior 
Bluegrass: 
Led the Knights • 
by registering an 
11-over-par 224 
to finish fifth 
_..__ ____ overall. 
Wonien's 
Golf in 2nd 
PADRICK BREWER 
Sports Editor 
• 
The UCF Women's Golf 
team got off on the right foot 
in the first round of the Con-
ference USA Championship 
on Monday in El Paso, Texas, " 
finishing in a tie for second 
place. 
The Knights shot a 15-
over-par 303 to .tie both East 
Carolina and UTEP behind 
Southern Miss, which held a 
two-stroke lead heading into 
Tuesday's second round. 
Jessy Tang was the top 
performer for UCF, finishing 
the first round tied for sixth oj 
with a 2-over-par 74. 
Stephanie Connelly was 
the only other Knight to fin-
ish in the top 10, and she shot 
a 3-over-par 75 to tie for 
eighth place . 
Improving from the front 
nine fo the back nine was par 
for the course for UCF in the 
first round, as all five of the 
Knights improved their , 
scores heading back in. 
"You can score well on 
the back nine at this golf ~ 
course and we did that," 
UCF coach Emilee Klein said 
PLEASE SEE TOURNAMENT ON A 12 • 
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UCF centerfielder Ashley Van Ryn connects with a pitch against Florida State on April 9. Van Ryn was 1-for-3 in the Knights' 4-3 win 
over the UTEP Miners on Sunday. She had an RBI single in the second inning, which was the first run of the game for the Knights. 
Kitne Ks 15 in win 
FROM A8 
had a different idea, however. 
In the next at bat, Simone 
Holland came through with a 
single up the middle to score 
Bennett and Carrera and give 
the Miners a 3-2 lead 
The Knights didn't allow 
that lead to last long, scoring 
two more in the top of the 
fifth. 
After a fly out from Abby 
McClain started the inning, 
Tiffany Lane drilled a triple to 
left-center field and, after 
Council reached on a fielder's 
choice, she scored on a passed 
ball 
One batter later, Kime gave 
the Knights the lead as she 
singled down the left-field 
line to score Council from 
second 
Kime secured ·the win, 
allowing no hits after the Min-
ers' final runs in the third 
inning. With the exception of 
pinch hitter Shea Lodes, Kime 
struck out every Miner batter 
she faced at least once in the 
contest. 
Barrow led the Knights at 
the plate, going 2-for-2 with a 
walk and a run scored 
The Knights return home 
this weekend for their second-
to-last conference series of the 
season. UCF will host the 
Memphis Tigers on Saturday 
and Sunday at the UCF Soft-
ball Complex. 
As of Tuesday afternoon, 
Memphis sits in last place in 
the conference standings with 
a 4-10 record in C-USA and 22-
21 overall. The Tigers played a 
doubleheader Tuesday before 
heading to Orlando. 
Game times for the series 
between the Knights and 
Tigers are set for 1 p.m. and 3 
p.m. Saturday, and noon Sun-
day. 
Bank Investments LLC. 
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Beasley to NBA 
CHARLIE RIEDEL/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Kansas State toward Michael Beasley holds a press conference with coach Frank Martin to 
announce that Beasley would leave the school after his freshman season for the NBA. 
JOHN MARSHALL 
AP Sports Writer 
MANHATTAN, Kan. 
After putting together one of 
the best freshman seasons 
ever, Michael Beasley is head-
ed to the NBA 
Kansas State's All-Ameri-
can freshman announced 
Monday that he will skip his 
final three seasons to enter 
the June 26 NBA draft, where 
he could be the No. 1 overall 
pick 
Fellow freshman Bill Walk-
er also announced Monday 
that he was making himself 
eligible for the draft, but he 
won't sign with an agent. That 
means that Walker, who aver-
aged 16.1 points and 6.3 
rebounds this season, can 
remove his name prior to the 
draft and be eligible to return 
to Kansas State for his sopho-
more year. 
Beasley dominated his lone 
college season, averaging 262 
points and becoming just the 
third freshman in NCAA his-
tory to lead the nation in 
rebounds at 12.4 per game. He 
had the second-most 
rebounds and third-most 
points by a freshman in NCAA 
history, helping Kansas State 
to its first NCAA tournament 
victory in 20 years. 
"Mike's as good as I've 
seen," said Kansas State coach 
. Frank Martin, seated next to 
Beasley in front of dozens of 
reporters. 
NBA scouts and general 
managers like him, too. 
An agile 6-foot-10 power 
forward, Beasley is exception-
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ally versatile, able to power 
his way inside or step out to 
the perimeter, shooting 37 
percent from beyond the 
arc. 
NBA officials came out 
in droves to watch him play 
at nearly every game, and 
some general managers 
spent three to four days at a 
time in Manhattan, leading 
to speculation that Beasley 
would be the No. 1 overall 
draft pick if he left school 
early. 
Millions of dollars awaits 
Beasley in the NBA, but it 
still wasn't an easy decision 
to leave school 
He spent the weekend 
debating whether he should 
stay or go, talking with fam-
ily, friends and coaches 
about the NBA. It wasn't 
until Monday morning, just 
hours before his self-
imposed deadline, that 
Beasley made his final deci-
sion. 
Beasley leaned heavily 
on his mother, Fatima 
Smith, and Martin in mak-
ing his decision 
Smith has been Beasley's 
main supporter, helping 
him as he bounced from 
once high school to another 
after his pranks wore thin, 
moving her family to tiny 
Manhattan once he decided 
to attend Kansas State. She 
was there again when the 
time came for 'Lil Mike, as 
she calls him, to make a 
decision about the NBA. 
"The best thing I could 
have done was let him 
breathe, come to some deci-
sions on his own, let him 
come to me with some 
questions," Smith said. ''.And 
once he came to me with 
some questions, I kind of 
guided him and turned the 
questions around: 'what 
would you do or how do 
you think this would hap-
pen?' It was still a battle up 
until last night, until this 
morning." 
Martin didn't hesitate in 
offering his opinion. 
Certainly he would have 
loved for Beasley to stay. 
What coach wouldn't want 
a player like him for four 
years, dominating games, 
drawing national attention 
to the school? But as some-
one who scratched and 
clawed his way out of a 
poor neighborhood to make 
a name for himself, Martin 
knew what going to the 
NBA would mean for 
Beasley and his family. 
Beasley said at the start 
of the season that he want-
ed to play at Kansas State 
for four years, that he had 
made a commitment and 
wanted to earn a degree. He 
started hinting early in the 
season that he might not 
stick around and ultimately 
decided the money was just 
too much to pass up. 
"I just think it's the right 
decision for my family 
financially," Beasley said. "I 
feel that by me going to the 
NBA, I can take care of my 
family, make sure our lives 
are better." 
Dig into su,n,ner 
Sessions at lJT' 
Day & Evening Classes Begin May 27 and July 7! 
-IJtC Earn College Credits 
-irE Satisfy Pre-requisites 
~ Prepare for Grad School 
Course schedules and registration 
information available at: 
www.ut.edu/summer 
The University of Tampa invites 
visiting college students to enroll. 
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Although UCF starting pitcher Carmine Giardina had to fight through bouts of wildness in his outing against Memphis on Sunday, 
he gave up just 2 hits over 6 innings of work and struck out 9 batters on the way to recording his third victory of the season. 
Stobbs playing well in 
place of ailing starters 
FROM A8 with a tom meniscus. 
Stobbs took full advan-
a strike, Auer broke for sec- tage against the Tigers, 
ond. Memphis catcher going 7-for-13 in the series 
Chris Kirkland attempted with four runs and seven 
to throw him out, but he RBIs. 
stopped in the middle of "I just go out and try to 
base path and bolted back not put too much pressure 
to first. Not only was Auer on myself since no one is 
able to make it back safely, [available at first base] for 
but while the Tigers were competition," Stobbs said. 
distracted, Hartman ran to That lack of competition 
the plate and collected is all due to injury. Brown 
UCF's first steal of home filled in for Kiko Vazquez 
since Auer swiped it on when he broke his forearm 
March 6, 2005. prior to the season. Brown 
Memphis starting pitch- was one of the Knights' top 
er Will Hudgens, who also offensive weapons when 
plays quarterback on the healthy, and now Stobbs is 
Tigers' football team, ran playing in Brown's place. 
into more trouble in the He had just 20 at bats on 
next inning as his accuracy the season entering the 
decreased. He faced three Memphis series and 
batters in the second; he hit although Brown may return 
one with a pitch and walked to the lineup in about two 
another. Hudgens was weeks, it will be tough to 
taken out of the game at put Stobbs on the bench if 
that point after allowing he keeps hitting like he did 
seven hits in 1.1 innings. this past weekend. 
Tigers' relief pitcher ''We saw him do that all 
Ryan Holland was able to fall,'' Arnold said about Sto-
strike out the first batter he _ bbs. "He was hitting balls 
faced, but Stobbs came up off the wall, over the wall, 
next and he was able to everywhere. So it's great for 
crush a changeup down the him just to come out and 
left-field line for a three-run show what he can do, :r;eal-
home run. ly." 
The home run gave the The Tigers closed the 
Knights an 8-0 lead and gap with three runs in the 
gave Stobbs four RBIs sixth inning, but the 
before the end of the sec- Knights came back with a 
ond inning. run in each of the sixth and 
Stobbs, who can also be seventh ~gs. 
an effective pitcher, had not The Tigers mustered 
seen much playing time at just two hits in the game. 
the plate until first baseman UCF starting pitcher 
Shane Brown was forced Carmine Giardina has been 
out of action 10 days ago alternating good starts with 
the bad ones for most of the 
season. His start Sunday 
had some flaws, but his nine 
strikeouts and the ability to 
limit the Tigers to just one 
run over six innings of work 
meant that this start fell 
into the good category. 
Still, Giardina needs 
some more tuning his con-
trol. While he allowed only 
two hits, he walked five bat-
ters and hit four more with 
pitches. But some of that 
can be blamed on the mod-
erately heavy rain that fell 
during the middle innings. 
Matt Manning earned 
his first save of the season 
by pitching the final three 
innings and retiring all nine 
batters he faced. 
"How about him?" UCF 
coach Jay Bergman said 
about Manning. "Nine up, 
and nine down, how about . 
him? It was really good." 
The Knights were sched-
uled to face North Florida 
in Jacksonville on Tuesday 
night, but results were not 
available at press time. A 
game recap will be available 
in Friday's edition of the 
Future. 
The Knights don't hit the 
playing field again until Fri-
day in Huntington, W. Va. 
when they open a three-
game set agaip.st Marshall 
(14-19 overall, 4-7 in confer-
ence). 
Friday's game is sched-
uled to start at 7 p.m., and 
Saturday's game is sched- · 
uled to start at 1 p.m. Sun-
day's scheduled start time is 
unusually early at 10 a.m. 
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Providence gambles on 
new coach Drake's Davis 
ERIC TUCKER 
Associated Press 
PROVIDENCE, R.I. -
Providence hired Keno Davis 
as its new coach Tuesday, 
less than two weeks after he 
was honored as The Associ-
ated Press national coach of 
the year at Drake. 
Providence planned a 5 
p.m. news conference to 
introduce Davis. 
Davis won the AP award 
in his rookie year as a head 
coach. He took Drake to its 
first NCAA tournament 
since 1971, and led the Bull-
dogs to a school-record 28-5 
record and their first nation-
al ranking in 33 years. 
"I believe Keno Davis has 
the knowledge passion, com-
mitment and ability to bring 
Providence College basket-
ball to another level," Provi-
dence athletic director Bob 
Driscoll said in a statement. 
Multiple messages left on 
Davis's cell phone and to 
Drake athletic director Sandy 
Hatfield-Clubb were not 
immediately returned Tues-
day. 
Davis replaces Tim Welsh, 
who was fired last month 
after helping Providence to 
make two NCAA tournament 
appearances in 10 seasons. 
· The hiring ends a pro-
tracted job search during 
which George Mason's Jim 
Larranaga, a Providence 
alwnnus, and Massachusetts' 
Travis Ford turned down 
offers from the Friars. 
Providence finished with 
losing records in three of the 
past four seasons. The Friars 
went 6-12 in the Big East and 
15-16 overall this season, play-
ing all but one game without 
injured starting point guard 
Sharaud Curry. 
Providence lost ·to West 
Virginia in the first round of 
the Big East conference tour-
nament on March 12. 
The Friars should return 
several key starters next sea-
son, including leading scorer 
Jeff Xavier, who averaged 12.4 
points a game and led the Big 
East in steals with 2.26 a 
game. 
Davis succeeded his 
father, Tom Davis, as Drake 
coach in March 2007. He 
inherited a team that had 
been picked to finish ninth in 
the Missouri Valley Confer-
ence preseason poll. 
Instead, Drake opened 
with a 16-1 record, cracked 
the national rankings in Janu-
ary and then knocked off 
then-No. 8 Butler a month 
later. 
The Bulldogs won their 
first MVC regular season 
title since 1971 and their first-
ever conference tournament 
title. 
They entered the NCAA 
tournament as a No. 5 seed in 
the West Regional, but were 
upset in overtime by Western 
Kentucky, 101-99. 
Davis and his father 
became the first father and 
son duo to win the national 
coach of the year aw~d. Tom 
Davis won it in 1987 as coach 
oflowa. 
Conference championship 
looms Sunday for Knights 
FROM A8 DAVID JOHNSON 
I 
Class: 
Junior 
Bluegrass: 
Tied for sixth 
with two 
Knights at 12-
over-par 225. 
The Knights also won the 
UCF Invitational on Feb. 26. 
Also for UCF, Nuno Hen-
riques finished tied for 37th 
with a 20-over-par 233, while 
Preston Brown shot a 37-over-
par 250. 
in the second round was just 
one of four total rounds less 
than 300 in the tournament. 
"It was great to get our second 
win of the season," UCF 
coach Nick Clinard said in a 
press release. 'We played OK 
in some of the worst condi-
tions that I have seen in my 26 
of playing golf. 
"The golf course had a dif-
ficult setup and the guys did a 
good job of staying positive 
this week in adverse condi-
tions. Hopefully, this win will 
give us some confidence 
heading into the postseason." 
The Knights finished their 
regular season on a strong 
note, and their next challenge 
will be the Conference USA 
Championship, which starts 
Sunday in Texarkana, Ark 
Last season, UCF fmished 
sixth in the conference tour-
nament. 
The Ronald E. McNair Scholars Program, 
named after the late Th·. Ronald E. 
McNair, prepares undergraduate students 
for doctoral studies thrnugh involvement 
in research and od1er scholarly activities. 
Congratulations to the 2008 cohort of scholars who have been 
accepted into the following graduate programs: 
University of Central Florida 
University of Florida 
TI1e Ohio State University 
University of North Carolina. -
Chapel Hill 
University of Maryland 
al College Park 
iZ 
I, 
University of Texas at 
Southwestem Medical Center 
University of Iowa 
Florida State University 
Syracuse University 
University of Nebraska 
St. Matthew's University 
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ROSS D. FRANKLIN/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Former Drake coach Keno Davis, seen here accepting his award from The Associated Press as national coach of the year, was hired Tuesday 
to coach Providence. Davis was a rookie coach when he took the Drake job before last season and led them to the NCAA Tournament. 
Tournament wraps up today 
FROM A8 
in a press release. 'We start-
ed out rough and played 
very average for us on the 
front side. 
"But, we came back and 
played like we know how to 
on the back. This team 
wants to win and I think the 
desire to do that is going to 
carry them through these 
next two rounds." 
The other players for 
UCF, Leigh Crosby, Katie 
Detlefsen and May Tomim-
bang, all tied for 19th, shoot-
ing 5-over-par 77s. 
UAB's Jamie Brabb, 
JESSY TANG 
Class: 
Freshman 
lnC-USA: 
Was tied for 
sixth with a 
first-round,2-
over-par 74. 
Tulsa's Leis! Hasbrouck and 
Southern Miss' Clara 
Viladomiu all tied for the 
lead with even-par rounds. 
Only five strokes separat-
ed the top six teams in the 
The RAMP Prograin provides 
scholai·s who are interested in pursuing 
graduate education a chruice to work 
closely with a faculty mentor and 
receive paid research experience. 
STEPHANIE CONNELLY 
Class: 
Junior 
r, 
In C-USA: 
Shot a 75 in 
the first round, 
leaving her tied 
for ninth place. 
tournament after the first 
round. 
The Knights played the 
second round Tuesday, and 
they will finish the tourna-
ment today. 
Congratulations to the 2008 cohort of scholars who have been 
accepted into the following graduate programs: 
University of Central Florida 
University of Florida 
cine Ohio State University 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
University of Maryland 
at College Park 
University of Texas at 
Southwestern Medical Center 
University of Iowa 
Florida State University 
University of Nebraska 
University of Miami 
University of Oklahoma 
Duke University 
Penn State University 
University of California at Berkeley 
Ge01-ge \Vashington University 
Em01y University 
University of North Florida 
New York University 
University of Massachusetts - Amherst 
vailable August 2008 
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OUR STANCE 
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Crunpus safety 
should be priority 
~ T oday will mark the one-
year anniversary of the 
horrible massacre that 
shook the foundation of Blacks-
.,, burg, Va 
It is also two days shy of being 
the two-month anniversary of 
the shooting at Northern Illinois 
University. 
College life, and the mentality 
that we all had while sitting in 
class, would never be the same 
again. Never again would we 
take our own safety in an aca-
demic situation for granted 
These were both horrible 
tragedies that ended in the 
deaths of students and profes-
sors as they tried to live their 
lives in the college setting. They 
were there to learn and better 
themselves, to walk along the 
path of life. 
As we look back one year 
later, we can take time to look at 
our own university and ourselves 
and see just how these tragedies 
- have affected us, and just what it 
is we are doing to prevent such a 
horrendous tragedy from hap-
pening on our own turf. 
On Monday, an active shooter 
training situation took place on 
Central Florida Research Park. 
Students, police and profession-
als got a chance to act out just 
what it would be like if someone 
w with a gun was to open fire on 
one of our classrooms. They 
trained together and prepared 
themselves for the absolute 
• worst. 
Before April 16, 2007, who 
would have ever thought that we 
would need to prepare for a gun-
man on our campus? Before 
then, we would have called such 
an action wmecessary and seen 
the whole thing as silly, but now 
we see it as a positive step in 
training our police to better pro-
tect us. It is amazing how much 
one event can change our view 
on everything. 
These training exercises 
should be the beginning of the 
change in how we deal with safe-
ty on campus. More needs to be 
done to help make UCF better 
suited to handle a dangerous sit-
uation, but how do we do it? 
Well, conveniently enough, 
shortly after the Virginia Tech 
massacre, a Security Task Force 
was formed to sit down and plan 
out a whole slew of security 
updates and changes ranging 
from the simple, such as text-
message warnings, to slightly 
more complex, such as adding 
workers to and revamping the 
counseling and psychiatric serv-
ices on campus. 
An audible warning system 
like a siren should be the next 
step. If every high school in the 
country can have a public 
announcement system, then 
surely getting one up and run-
ning at UCF would not be too 
much of a hassle. 
The Security Task Force 
made a list of things that could 
make everyone safer, and, sadly, 
very few of them have actually 
been implemented. Most now sit 
in purgatory because they're too 
expensive in the land of state 
budget cuts where we all now 
live. It is a sad state of affairs 
when safety improvements that 
could potentially save many lives 
are forced to sit on the shelf 
because nobody can pay for 
them. 
What about the active shooter 
training? Yeah, that was free. 
Saab Training USA donated the 
equipment, including the blank-
firing guns and the vests. 
Thanks to the Security Task 
Force, we have the knowledge of 
what we can do. All we need is 
the money to pay for it. Of 
course, UCF can loan the Athlet-
ics Association $7.4 million, but 
the one-time cost for a security 
improvement is left to collect 
dust. 
We need to learn to reorgan-
. ize our priorities and move safe-
ty higher up on the list. There is 
no way to make a campus like 
ours 100 percent safe. The cam-
pus is designed to be open and 
available to the public, for good 
reason. We want to be inviting. 
However, safety measures can 
be created Measures have even 
been listed and are waiting to be 
implemented 
As we look back and think 
about the things that have 
changed since that fateful day at 
Virginia Tech, we need to take 
time and make sure that we are 
doing what we can to prevent 
such a tragedy from happening , 
here. 
The next generation 
needs life lessons 
I n the game of life, how do you land on "Go Straight to Jail, Do Not Pass Go, Wait 
for Another Roll of the Dice?" 
Easy: Simply log onto 
MySpace, get angry about a com-
ment, lure the comment culprit to 
your house, and jump her with six 
other girls while two boys stand 
guard outside the door. 
b But that's not what the Lake-
land "cheerleader beating" teens 
thought. They were going for a 
mega-hot video that would score 
tons of hits for their social net-
working site - something they 
could brag about to their friends. 
It was a MySpace comment vs. 
YouTube video war. · 
We hate to say it, but this kind 
of brainless reasoning seems to 
be pervading the generation 
behind us, the teenagers of today. 
Where thoughts and anger were 
once expressed through hand-
written notes passed in class, 
there are now the ever-present 
MySpace biogs and bulletin 
posts. Where conflict was once 
settled through hour-long, three-
way phone conversations, there is 
now the act of pushing up sleeves 
and putting up fists to beat some-
one's you-know-what. 
Didn't return my phone call? 
Looked at me the wrong way in 
the hallway? Took me off your 
"Top Friends" list on MySpace? 
Talked to my ex? Oh no, you 
didn't! 
The youth these days are walk-
ing on a thin ice of pettiness with 
their peers - so thin that it seems 
hard for them to concentrate on 
anything but making sure they 
aren't gaining enemies, or at least 
maintaining a big enough "crew'' 
to have their backs if they do. 
Say hello to the Social Net-
working Generation -
Generation OMG, WI'F, LOL 
Their lives are as hot as their 
Web sites, and the more posts, 
bulletins, pictures and friends 
they have, the more interesting 
and popular they are. 
According to a Pew Internet & 
American Life Project December 
2007 study, 35 percent of all 
online teen girls blog, compared 
with 20 percent of online teen 
boys. Thirty-two percent of girls 
ages 12 to 14 blog, compared to 18 
percent of boys age 15 to 17. 
Forty-one percent of teens 
who use MySpace, Facebook or 
similar sites say they send mes-
sages to friends via those sites 
every day. More than half of teens 
- 55 percent - reported having 
a profile on sites such as 
MySpace or Facebook, and 42 
percent of those teens said they 
also blog, while 70 percent said 
they read the blogs. 
The Orlando Sentinel states, 
''That's the power ofYouTube 
and other online-networking sites 
for teens today. They belong to a 
generation that can't remember a 
time before the Internet. They 
are comfortable with the notion 
that information - by text mes-
sage, voice mail, photo or video 
- can be uploaded for millions 
to see instantly. And that can 
push teens seeking notoriety to 
tape violent or other acts." 
Hmmm. So what are we deal-
ing with exactly? Is it lack of edu-
cation and a sense of reality? Is it 
boredom? Is it the pack mentality 
and need to fit in? Or maybe it's a 
complete shift in society where 
the youth of America are slowly 
losing their innocence by the day. 
It seems to be a little bit of every-
thing to us. 
The times are changing, 
indeed, but the youth of America 
particularly seem to be getting 
more and more detached from a 
tangible world An interesting 
study called ''Why Youth (Heart) 
Social Network Sites: The Role of 
Networked Publics in Teenage 
Social Ufe" by Danah Boyd from 
the University of California-
Berkeley raises one particularly 
interesting point. 
She argues "that social net-
work sites are a type of net-
worked public with four proper-
ties that are not typically present 
in face-to-face public life: persist-
ence, searchability, exact copya-
bility and invisible audiences. 
These properties fundamentally 
alter social dynamics, complicat-
ing the ways in which people 
interact." 
But more importantly, she nar-
rows it down to four key sections 
that help explain the attraction of 
this virtual life: initiation into the 
group (ie. profile creation), iden-
tity performance, writing identity 
and community into being, and 
privacy in public. In essence, 
"creating MY space." 
That means fitting in with a 
virtual community, picking and 
choosing your friends, speaking 
your mind to the public - or just 
to whomever you want - having 
your own area, being yourself. All 
these elements make for the 
appeal of the movement. 
The problem is that self-
expression has transitioned into a 
notion of detachment and a belief 
that one is untouchable on the 
Internet. It's become less of a 
mild entertainment that should 
be used sparingly and more of an 
aggressive competition that teens 
tum to day after day to keep tabs 
on their friends - and enemies. 
It's hard to say what should be 
done about this problem, howev-
er, due to the simple fact that the 
world is run around online tech-
nology today. It's hard to fight a 
machine. But that doesn't make it 
untouchable or the future soci-
ety's path so inevitably cutthroat. 
Teens need to take a step back 
and realize that life is not 
MySpace or Facebook, and prob-
lems aren't solved by acting 
tough and picking fights. Sure, it 
may seem cool, but we can assure 
you, spending your teen years in 
front of a computer screen 
"pimping'' your sites and tending 
your bruises does nothing to help 
your future. 
Get educated, get a grip, get 
off the computer and get a life. 
The future is counting on you 
- don't let it down. 
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Global warming story 
missing facts,. credibility 
A special significance is given to 
front-page stories. Global warming is 
one of the great challenges our genera-
tion will face in the future. A story 
about one author's opinion regarding 
global warming, an author who has no 
scientific background, should not con-
stitute front-page news. 
This would not be such an issue if 
the article didn't have several factual 
errors. The author, Christopher 
Homer, of the book A Politically Incor-
rect Guide to Climate Change, claims in 
the article that we've seen a slight 
cooling trend over the past 10 years 
when in reality, according to the 
World Meteorological Organization, 
the past decade has been the warmest 
on record. He then goes on to claim 
that the majority of the warming trend 
can be explained by increased solar 
activity when, according to NASA, 
"The solar increases do not have the 
ability to cause large global tempera-
ture increases .... Greenhouse gases are 
indeed playing the dominant role." 
He continues to declare that the 
hysteria is based not on observation 
but on computer models yet fails to 
realize that in recent geological 
history, there has never been such a 
rapid and drastic temperature increase 
as the one we've observed over the 
· past 120 years. For the Future to print 
an article so lacking in the most 
important aspect of a story - the facts 
- is both reckless and irresponsible. 
While the loudest voice may be the 
most well heard, it is _rarely the wisest. 
BILLYClARK 
UCF should not pick 
and choose witli chalk 
After reading the stance, "Chalk is for 
kids, not for controversy,'' I find that I 
disagree. Mostly on the grounds that 
sidewalk writing is very non-invasive. 
That, however, is not the main focus of 
this letter. 
Whether or not sidewalk writing is 
silly or irritating, it should all be treated 
equally. Either it is all allowed to stay or 
it is all removed and treated as vandal-
ism. 
If you would please recall about a 
year ago, you'll remember that certain 
sidewalk writings threw the campus 
into a frenzy. These would be the Bible 
quotes that were spread around the 
campus. No commentary was provided 
with them, they were merely quotes 
straight from Christian scripture. Now, 
they were not the average sermon-on-
the-mount quotes. These were the more 
controversial variety. You know the 
kind: God sending bears to eat children, 
contradictions between Gospels, etc. 
There was an immediate negative 
,. response. The school quickly sent out 
.. 
teams of cleaners with high-powered 
pressure guns and the words were 
removed within a day. If I remember 
correctly, there was also an article in 
this very paper about it, and the topic of 
finding the vandals and having them pay 
for the emergency cleaning was brought 
up. 
My point is this: None of the other 
writings receive this treatment. I fre-
quently walk over chalk that lasts for 
days or weeks until it rains. I personally 
don't care if any writing is there, but if 
the school deems it vandalism, then it 
must enforce it. If that is not the case, 
however, then the school cannot pick 
and choose which writing it wants to 
remove. 
MATTHEW BECK 
LEGAL STUDIES 
Community support 
needed for marijuana 
While some say that being stoned 
makes you more aware, Jeff Lehman, I 
didn't need to be stoned to see the 
problems. 
According to www.CollegeDrinking-
Prevention.gov, we have 1,700 student 
deaths a year. Marijuana kills none. 
You may not know of one of these 
1,700 individuals, but there isn't one 
name from that list that wasn't a friend, 
a brother, a sister or a classmate of 
someone. 
Alcohol leads to 696,000 student 
assaults. According to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice, marijuana does not 
lead to violent crimes. We have 2.1 
million drunk student drivers. While I 
don't condone anyone driving under 
the influence, the NHTSA reports that 
"THC's adverse effects on driving per-
formance appear relatively small." 
Also, at what point does the school 
become liable? One of the stories in the 
same paper that your letter was posted 
in told about a school that was found 
liable for injuries at an off-campus 
drinking party held by some of its stu-
dents. With the support of the commu-
nity, President John Hitt included, we 
can let everyone know that there is a 
safer choice and responsible adults 
should have the right to make the safer 
choice. 
The student body knows that mari-
juana is safer than alcohol and 
approved the referendum to create 
equal penalties for marijuana and alco-
hol Why is Hitt not entitled to let the 
students and community know that he, 
too, wishes for a safer community? 
These are our friends who we live with 
and go about our daily lives with. Col-
leges form communities, and the entire 
community suffers every time there's 
another assault, rape or death. All we 
ask is Hitt's support in this movement 
toward a safer community. 
JOSHUA GIESEGH 
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD SUBMISSION DEADLINES PAYMENT METHODS 
Online 24 hrs/day: 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
By phone: 407-447-4555 , 
Online: 
9 a.m. day before publication 
Phone, fax, in person: 
VISA, MC, AMEX, Dis-
cover, Cash, Check 
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS By fax: 407-447-4556 5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue 
lil person: University Court, Suite 200 
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A 
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue 
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
BARTENDERS WANTED. 
$300 a day potential. No Experience 
Necessary. Training Provided. 
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107. 
Egg Donors Needed lmmed. 
$5000 minimum compensation. For 
healthy, fit, N/S F 21-29 yrs. w/ no 
history of depression. must be 
dependable and committed 
Info is confidential. Pease Visit: 
www.openarmsconsultants.com 
Lawn Care business in Oviedo 
seeking experience crew. Call 407-
365-3861 
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS.+ 
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29, 
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0 
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com 
ASST TO PRESIDENT! 
flex-sched, PIT, thru Summer. Process 
orders and quotes. Call 321-277-6605; 
Send Resume to: GoUCF@live.com 
Help Wanted- Multiple Locations PT 
and FT avail. $8-$10/hr + commission. 
Retail Sales, no exp necessary, will 
train. Deanna 407-729-1611 
Place your ad in minutes! 
www.KnightNewspapers.oom/dassifieds 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Finish your college degree while 
serving in the U.S. Army Reserve. Get 
hands-on experience and an additional 
paycheck every month. In the U.S. 
Army Reserve, you will train near 
home and serve when needed. Earn 
up to $24,012 for college costs and 
$4,500 in tuition assistance per year, 
plus enlistment bonuses up to $20,000. 
To find out more, call 407-281-1274 
Need Servers. Experience. required. 
Apply within Goodfella's in the Publix 
Plaza on Alafaya & 50. Reliable 
delivery drivers also needed. 
The following Positions: 
Lifeguard • Ride Operator• Food & Beverage Cashier• 
Food & Beverage Cook • Front Gate Assistance • Gift 
Shop Assistance and more! 
Great Benefits Including: 
Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College 
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More! 
llpply now: 
Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600 
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com 
fi\\ out an app\ic.ation . 
oN\.\NE1 Visit 
wetnwi\dor\aodo.corY' 
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4 PM 
Wet'n Wild Human Resources 
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819 
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005 
Our upbeat environment 
and stron9 company 
culture make the Elephant 
Bar Restaurant the ideal 
career choice for dynamic, 
hospitality-minded people. 
Come apply to join our team! 
Applications accepted in person and 
interviews be~in 1*17 
IIISIER 
ln9illll-811 
-----,-.R3 
Studio one located on 
the main lobbV 
An Equa l Opportunin, Employer 
N 
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300 For Sale: Homes B 900 Wanted B • Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day 
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED! 
Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it 
at Circle f Dude Ranch! We are seeking 
counselors for a traditional residential 
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities 
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports, 
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more. 
Staff arrives Tuesday, June 3 and 
leaves Wednesday, August 13. 
Call 
407-295-0080 
or visit www.drcle-f-duderanch.com 
for more information 
Males and Females. Meet new friends! 
Travell Teach your favorite activity. 
Tennis, English Riding, Theater Tech, 
Theater Costumer, Outdoor Living, 
Swim, Sail, Archery, Office, Waterski. 
June to August. Residential. Enjoy our 
website. Apply online. 
TRIPP LAKE CAMP tor Girls 
1-800-997-4347 
www.tripplakecamp.com 
Central Florida Locations 
407-679-2700 
www.workforstudents.com 
Telephone Actresses 
Work from your own home. Flexible 
full and part time shifts available. 
Weekly payroll checks mailed or 
through direct deposit. You must 
have a corded telephone in a private 
area of your home. We employ 
1400+ agents nationwide. 
Great job for college students. 
Check us out at phoneactress.com 
1-800-325-6608 
en 
I 
. :: Movers/Dravers ~ 
Grow with us. Largest local moving company 
in the U.S. is looking for customer oriented 
indlVlduals to earn up to $1 2/hr or more 
with t ips as a Mover/ Driver. We offer 
benefits, monthly bonuses & paid vacation. 
FT & PT positions available. Get all the 
details and apply in person: 
Dillards 12-We~k Summer 
I he Style of Your Life. Intern~htp Program 
Dillard's is looking for career minded, energetic, fashion 
conscious Juniors and Seniors. Our Summer Internship Program 
gives you full exposure to all phases of the retail environment 
with one of the nation's largest fashion apparel retailers. 
For consideration, please forward resume by mail to 
Dillard's 300 Towne Center Circle Sanford, Fl. 32771 
Or fax to 407-302-3603. 
AND THE FREEDOM 
TO LIE AROUN 
' 
Don't get stuck in a bad living 
situation next school year. And 
don't wait until the last minute to 
find a place. 
Go to rl, ndoS · tin l .. c and 
click Apartments to search for 
options for the fall semester . 
OrlandoSentinel.com 
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100 
PIT Doggy Daycare associate, assls. 
manger, maintenance, & grooming 
assistant poslstions avail. 
Must Love Dogs. 
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl 
. Locations in Orlando and Sanford 
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net••• email 
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net 
Executive search / recruiting firm in 
need of energetic and aggressive 
professionals. PT and FT openings 
with commission 2x national average. 
Tell us what you want to make and we 
will get you there. Flex. hours, fun and 
young Lake Mary office. E-mail resume 
to William.S@CrawfordThomas.com 
SUMMER CAMP JOB FAIR 
Florida Sheriffs Youth Camp 
April 20, 12pm - 2pm, Barberville 
386-749-9999 www.youthranches.org 
EOE/DFWP 
Summer Jobs 
-$2100 
-Co-Ed Camp 
-Seven Weeks 
-Room and Board Included 
Get Paid to Play! 
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC) 
needs male and female Summer camp 
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is 
an overnight camp located off of 
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The 
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please 
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673 
ext 251 or 352-455-4267 
ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING 
MAJORS! 
Fall Marketing Internship Available! 
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great 
experience! Fast-paced work 
environment. Must be energetic, 
creative, hard-working! 
UCF credit available. 
Send resume w/ cov,~r letter to 
RyanM@KnlghtNewspapers.com. 
Weekend Call Coard. for real estate 
company located near UCF. Saturday 
& Sunday daytime only. great pay. 
Send cover letter and resume to 
employment@kwwaterford.com 
SALES/OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDEDI 
Job starts beginning of May and 
continues through Summer and Fall. 
Includes assisting advertising director 
and office management duties. 
Previous office experience preferred. 
Perfect for hard working and 
responsible student looking to gain 
experience! 
$8/hr. plus bonus potential 
Email resume and availabilty to 
trishai@knightnewspapers.com 
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way 
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads 
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified 
You spend a third 
of your life at work. 
Front desk asst. for property mgmt co. 
in the Lake Buena Vista area. FIT, 
flexible with school schedule, great pay 
and benefits, must be able to work 
weekends. Must be N/S, bright and 
good with people. Conservative dress 
code. Education a plus. Drug-free 
workplace, background check 
performed. Fax resume with desired 
pay req. to the attention of Christina 
407-938-9057 
~175 
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM 
Paid Survey Takers Needed In 
Orlando. 100% FREE to Join. 
Cilek on Surveys. 
If You're Not Earning 
$500/Day Part Time From Home, 
Do yourself a favor & visit 
www.YouBenefitNow.com 
J.W. & Watts Financial Consultants 
$$$ NEED A LOAN $$$ 
CALL THE EXPERTS 1-877-293-2850 
PERSONAL, BUSINESS, HOME 
200 
$500s per room including utilities, 4/3, 
2 car garage, tile through out, large 
fenced back yard, 2 lights to 
UCF, quiet neighborhood, move in 
ready, possible rent to own/owner 
finance. 904-501-1464 
10 min. from UCF, Alafaya Woods, 
4/2 Pool Home, Part. Furn. W/D, 
Pool Table, $1,900/mo. plus Elect. 
Avail. Mid-May, Ph. 321-544-2369 
312 House. Behind Waterford Town 
Center. Gated community. Pond 
behind house. Celling fan In all 
rooms. Wtd Included. Close to UCF. 
$1350/mo + deposit. (321) 297-5886 
412.5 pool home for rent off 
University near Suntree, 5 min 
from UCF. Avail June 1st, 
$475/bdrm + util. Lawn, trash and 
pool svc Incl. Call 407-758-8578 
1 Home and 1 Town Home avail. Both 
approx 2-3 miles from UCF. Home is 
4bdrm/2bath w/2 car garage. Town 
Home is 3bdrm/2.5bath w/1 car 
garage. Please call 954-663-6298. 
Perfect House for Students. 
Beautiful spacious 4 Bedroom 
home on large lot 3 ml. from UCF. 
$2000/mo. Inc. all utilities, wireless 
Internet. 407-718-1273 or 
850-449-4217 
Waterford Lakes: 
Large waterfront homes & townhomes 
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard incl. 
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com 
Charming 3/2 Condos near 
Downtown Disney- for sale or rent 
McNeely Realty 
407-925-4816 
5 rooms available in house. 
Screened in porch, near UCF and 
VCC. 2 car garage, W/D 
$360/mo/room Short-term OK, Pets 
OK 813-964-7427 
Cambridge Circle. 2bd/2bath 
Townhouse, appliances, fenced yard. 
Rent $825/mth. Move in special. Close 
to UCF. Call Reeta 321 363 6345 
UCF AREA HOUSE In Gated Com. 
Huge Stunning 4/2 
Available 05/5/08 $1500/month 
Call Nick Phllllps@ 407-810-7622 
Place your ad in minutes! 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds 
r:Tiffl FOR RENT: 
~Homes 
Lease/Option, 413, All Tiled, 
solar heated, screened pool, near 
UCF. Fun, Fabulous home; available 
now. $299.99 (904) 471-8865 
Rent or LeasePurchase Fully 
remodeled 2/2 w/loft townhouse. W/0 
in unit, tile floors, living room and 
dining area. Great investment for 
college student.1 mile from UCF call 
407-340-8124. 
CONDO FOR RENT 1 BED/1 BATH,-
W/D POOL & MORE. $750/mo incl. 
electric and water (786)355-5615-
urbaezeloy@gmail.com 
3bdrm/2.5ba townhome located in 
Avalon Park. $1200 p/mon. Pets OK. 
All appliances and athletic amenities 
included. Larry_UCF@yahoo.com 
UCF AREA- 4/2/2 
W/D incl. $1200 Avail ASAP 
407-948-8409 
University/Goldenrod 3/2/1. Private 
rear porch lake views! 
Tile/carpet/recent 
roof/cul-de-sac $950/month. 
Realty Group Specialists, LLC 
Tina Beshara (407) 359-9500 
$100 off first month's rent 
when you sign before April 20th on 
a single room In Northgate Lakes for 
May, J.une, and July. Male or 
female, all utilities included. Call 
Angel: 850-525-2604 
Hawthorne Glen Townhome 
for Rent off of McCulloch · Near UCF 
3 Bedroom - 2.5 Bath - 1 Car Garage 
Call: 407-284-7317 
UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence. 
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2 
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net 
Northgate Lakes Apartment 1 room 
available in 4 bed/4 bath. Available 
Summer $400/mo or starting Fall $575/ 
mo. Email halpags@yahoo.com 
UCF area, Cambridge Circle 2/2.5 bath 
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease. 
$775 and $900 rent, first mo. security 
deposit Call 321-536-5430 
CONDO - Hunter's Reserve, upstairs 
corner unit. 2 bed/2 bath. $1000/mth . 
Washing machine and vaulted ceilings 
in unit. Largest floor plan. No pets. 
Available Aug 1st. Call 407-230-2219 
MUST SEE!!! 
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in 
Cambridge Circle Italian tile throughout 
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit 
$875/mo 407-416-8369 
2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!! 
Beautiful, fully furnished lake view, 
1st floor, condo nestled In the heart 
of Lake Mary. Move-In ready with 
flexible lease terms. 2 months free 
rent with the signing of 1 year lease. 
No pets. 850-443-2193 or 
Andrewchmll@gmall.com 
You shouldn't spend the 
other two-thirds dreading it. 
AVALON PARK: 4/3 house, one 
bedroom with private bath for 
$500/month all utilities (h20, elec, 
cable, internet) included. Large 
communal spaces (living rm dining rm, 
nice kitchen and patio). Call or email 
Alex 843-298-2074, 
thefrigidpenguin@gmail.com 
$425/mo all util incl in a 4/3 
1 M or F needed Nice Alafaya Woods 
home. Avail ASAP Brian 321-948-3063 
Now Hiring* 
For more information, contact: 
or Ted 407-496-3458 
Clean F roommate wanted for 2/2.5 
townhome in Cambridge Circle. 
$515/mth all util. incl. Wireless, dig. 
cable. AVAIL IMMEDIATELY. Only 5 
min to UCF! NO SMOKING. No pets. 
954-254-2493 
Short Term Summer Sublease 
Lauren Craft 1900 Howell Branch Road Rooml in Village at Science Drive. F 
only. Discounted price of $500/mo. 
Avail Now-July 31,08. 813-907-9475 
407-697-5710 Suite 100 
Lauren_Craft@embarqmall.com Winter Part, FL 32792 
Am~ricar) family Life A:s.suraoce Company of Columbw (Aflac) 
Worldwide Headquarters • 1932 Wymton Road• Columbus, Georgia 31999 aflac.com 
2 Female Roommates Wanted for 
412 Spacious house In beautiful 
.,Afiac agents art independent agents <,nd are: paid $r,foly by comml.sslor,_ See ksoci'1te's Agreement. Waterford Lakes. 5 miles from UCF .$500/mo Incl all utll & h.s Internet. 
863-398-6398 or 407-282-7n4. 
NAO032 B 06 
BJ's Voted 11 Best Places To Work" 
RESTAURANT 
BREWHOUSE 
Opening in 
loop West 
Spring 2008 
equal opportunity employer 
NASDAQ: BJRI 
by Chain Leader Magazine 
BJ's Restaurant and Brewhouse is the restaurant you've 
always wanted to work at and the people you've always 
wanted to work with! 
NOW HIRING 
Servers - Service Assistants - Host Staff 
Dishwashers - Expeditors - Bartenders 
Line & Prep Cooks - Take Out 
BJ's team members enjoy: 
• great pay & benefits 
• vacation & employee discounts 
• a place where you work with friends, 
connect with guests & feel great! 
Team members can also find a long lasting career with 
BJ's - 20% of our managers are team member promotions. 
Apply in person Mon-Fri, l 0am-5pm, Sat, l 0am-1 pm 
2421 W. Osceola Pkwy, Kissimmee, FL 347 41 
** Candidates must provide proper 
documentation to work in the US. ** 
Hiring is off-site at our training and hiring center 
located behind JCPenney and Party City. 
Call for directions if needed (407) 932-5245. 
Apply online at WorkAtBJs.com 
[m!J ROOM 
F roommate wanted to share 2/2 for 
fall. Must be petfrlendly, reasonably 
clean, fun to hang out with. rent no 
more than $600 near UCF/Waterford. 
call (561) 702-5178 
F to share 4.5 house behind UCF in 
Regency Park. Wireless intrnt, cable, 
W/0, walk-in closet. spacious room, 
nice neighborhood. Rent $400 plus 
split utilities. Contact Naty at 407-683-. 
7413 or natyp84@gmail.com. 
Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom 
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable, 
utilities, W/0, dishwasher, community 
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail. 
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697 
or 407-408-0803 
Room for rent with private bath 
407-384-7080 
Rm for rent in 4/2 house 1 0 min fm 
UCF. A very quiet, clean, and 
respectful atmosphere for work, study 
and sleep. Washer/dryer, cable, 
internet, full kitchen. $500/month. M/F 
welcome. Contact Adam 813-545-4248 
LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in a 
house with Pool, scrned in prch, W/D 
fully furnished, no lease required, near 
UCF and VCC $359/mo 813-964-7427 
Room for rent available NOW In 
beautiful house off 50 and Rouse. 
$500 includes utllltles. Must be 
clean and pet friendly. Short term 
leases are negotiable. Contact 
Luisa: 954-864-6271, 
lkapanama86@hotmall.com 
Roomate wanted in 2/2 at Arden Villas, 
2 minutes from campus. Movie in 
anytime before August. Large room, 
walk in closet, and personal bathroom. 
$521 +Utilites. Cats ok. Contact Tara 
(321 )298-8708/tarakristelle@aol.com 
Roomate wanted to share house with 2 
graduate students. 3 bed, 2 
bath, wireless internet, digital cable, 
backyard, close to UCF and other 
colleges. $415 for 12 months or $450 
for 9 months. Utilities are split 
between the number of 
roomates. Available May 1st. Call 
Noel for more Information 561-302-
2998 or e-mail nmarie39@aol.com. 
Roommates Needed - 5 bedroom/2.5 
bath house - minutes from campus -
nice neighborhood - spacious rooms -
Rent $450 - all utilities included -
Available 08/01 - Contact Laura @ 386-
416-9308 
Room for rent with private bath 
407-482-9990 
1 Bedroom In House for Rent. Fully 
furnished! $450/mo, includes utilities, 
internet, cable, minifridge. Off Dean Rd. 
(407) 860-1209 RCCosme@gmail.com 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
Hawthorne Glen N/S, Mature 
1 BR w/ Prlv. Bath, Avail. 
Early May: 407-617-8221 
4/4 room in Pegasus Connection. 
Quite roomates. Minutes away from 
UCF. $100 off first months rent. Call 
Mike at 321-302-2490 
Homeless? Stay Herel UCF's best way 
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads 
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified 
1/1 in a 2/2 in May. $545 + 
utllltles. unfurnished, huge closet, 
shuttle to ucf, 24 hour gym. 
second floor. great female 
roommate :) Lease A until July 09. 
Call GIiiian 407-232-4742A 
RENTER NEEDED to Sublease 1 BD 
in a 4BD/4BA Apt. Jefferson Lofts. 
Starting May 1st. Call 904-535-2845 
F wanted for 2/1 in The Lofts. Available 
May 5. First Month FREE. 569/month. 
Includes utilities, cable, internet, free 
tanning, gym, and pool. Fully 
furnished. Call (813)361-9683 or email 
breannucf@hotmail .com 
Female - 2/1 Furnished University 
Apts. $450/month util. incl. Avail. May 
1- August Only. Across from UCF! 
Contact Karen 954-804-7280 
Sublease Needed May thru August 
$535/mo including util. Fully furnished 
room with private bathroom. Call Aviva 
at 954-253-8022 for details. 
M 1 room in 4/2 in Pegasus Pointe 
$1 ,100 upfront or $480 a month 
Fully furn., Shuttle to UCF, Utl. included 
Apr.28-JulY31 Call Trevor 9045366992 
M for 4/2 at Campus Crossing by May 
1st., sublease for summer. $500 
includes everything + fully furnished. 
Contact Kevin at 407-493-4055. 
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© Puzzles by Pappocom 
Fill in the grid so 
that every row, 
column and 3x3 
box contains the 
digits 1 through 9 
with no repeats. 
Monday puzzle: 
Easy/eve/ 
Wednesday puzzle: 
Medium level 
Friday puzzle: 
Hard level 
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Cocoyams 
6 Org. 
10 Mosque prayer 
leader 
14 Popeye's girt 
15 Key pie 
ingredient 
16 Allied org. 
17 Hollow tubes 
18 Chills and fever 
19 Shortest 
distance flier? 
20 Shocking 
22 Threesome 
23 Long time 
24 Like neighbor's 
lawn? 
26 Card game 
30 Swerved 
31 Alleviates 
32 Guitarist Atkins 
33 Distinctive 
doctrines 
37 Part of BA 
38 Burns slightly 
39 Sad 
40 Land chart 
41 Collides 
intentionally 
@ 2008 nfbune Modla Sorvleea, fnc.. 
All rights rocarvad.. 
4/18108 
42 List of candidates 
43 Does Virginia's 
dance · 
45 Wobble 
46 Contract and 
wrinkle 
49 Diego 
50 Dove's desire 
51 Ways 1n 
57 Declaim violently 
58 Patella's place 
59 Small crown 
60 Transition point 
61 Borodin's prince 
62 "Miami Vice" co-
star 
63 Gazed at 
64 Ark. neighbor 
65 Actress 
Witherspoon 
DOWN 
1 Outscores 
2 Touched the 
tarmac 
3 Philbin's co-host 
4 Concluded 
5 Six-line stanzas 
of poems 
6 French actor 
Delon 
7 Portent 
8 Contraband 
carri!;!rs 
9 Born as 
10 Amazing 
11 Cheech of "Nash 
Bridges" 
12 Make amends 
13 Lawn tool 
21 _Angeles 
22 Golfer's peg 
25 Furrows 
26 Big pile 
27 Nobleman 
28 Dog star? 
29 Limited 
30 Cou nterfeils 
32 Dare 
34 Venetian blind 
strip 
35 Like a mime 
36 Fortuneteller 
38 Native 
Canadian 
42 Figure In the 
Forum 
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Last issue solved 
44 Actress Arden 
45 Black goo 
46 Binge 
47 Intoxicating 
48 Extent 
49 Severe 
52 Bright sign 
53 Cairo's river 
54 Showed up 
55 Son of 
Aphrodite 
56 Enclosure with a 
ms. 
58 Hobbyist's buy 
Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds 
M or F wanted to assume lease at 
Riverwind in Aug 2008. Fully furnished 
1/1 in a 4/4. $550/mo includes 
everything. New lease costs 
$605/mo. Half off first month's 
rent! kadeenfrancis86@msn.com 
Male for 4/4 at The Jefferson Lofts, 
$520/mo, Move in May 1-July 31, inc 
util, pool, washer/dryer, Fully 
Furnished! Email: xxdsegxx@yahoo.-
com or call (772) 21 5-6768 
MONTH OF MAY FREE!!! 
M needed for furn. 3/3 in Tivoli. 58" TV, 
leather couches, bdrm furnishing 
optional. Call Eric 954-854-2507 
Northgate Lakes Sublease. 1 Br in 3/3. 
$530/mo May-Aug 08. All util, h/s int & 
wash/dryer incl. Furnished. Many 
amenities, shuttle to UCF. 
305-803-9680 
F needed for 2 rooms In 4/4 
Northgate Lakes. Clean, furnished, util 
incl. $565/mo. Call Heather 863-202-
6691 Available May 1st-July 31st 
$475/month (util incl) at Campus 
Crossing. Unfurn room, FURNISHED 
living area, townhouse style with 3 
great roommates. Shuttle to campus, 
two pools, close to campus. Avail. 
ASAP Call Jeremy 727 -235-5049 
Sublet a dbl room at CVI for 
less. There may be no roommate. May 
1 to Aug 2. Meal plan avail. Only 
$450/month. Call 941 -993-6031 
300 
Chuluota - 3/2/1, lg bonus room, & wet 
bar, 1900 sq ft, new paint, tile floors, 
fenced yard, great college home, no 
HOA, $189,000, Jean Scott, Keller 
Williams (owner/agent) 407-765-2912. 
2 b/r condo in mint cond. 1 mile from 
UCF. Partially furnished, many 
upgrades and amenities. Contact 
954-444-3854 
Computer 
Wanted 
407-447"4SSl 
FOR SALE: 
Homes · 
College Condo Specialist 
UCF, Full Sail, Valencia, Rollins 
Call Richard Ritterpusch 
RE/MAX 200 Realty 
407-808-7987 
l:ffl FOR SALE: . -:~ 
~ General · · .. ·, 
Brand New Queen Matress Set 
Starting at $150. For an appointment, 
call 407 -942-5543 
How to lead a less STRESSFUL life 
and still be successful? 
Receive 50% off on April 19 event 
with this coupon 
www.HappineX.org 
352-871 -6614 
Need Summer Storage??? 
Simply, go to www.StevesStoreAll.com 
.or call us at 407-782-7645 for details 
Native Russian Teacher/Scholar/ 
Translator has 5 openings for a 
privately taught intensive workshop in 
bilingual studies of English/Russian. 
Course objectives - reading, speaking, 
biligual translation (fiction, non-fiction, 
technical). Requirements for applicc>nts 
are good command of English, 
committment to study. 407-774-8025 
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